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Happy 85th Anniversary
Junior League of St Petersburg
Virginia Littrell

H

ow would you celebrate an 85th anniversary? Have a party, of course! And no one throws
a party better than the Junior League!
Lest you think this is a Junior League of pearls, white gloves, and sterling tea service –
think again. Since 1931, the Junior League of St. Petersburg (JLSP ) has been a driving force in
improving our community for families and especially children. Members of the Junior League are
accomplished collaborators who build coalitions, identify community needs, and develop effective
and responsive programs to serve those needs. For 85 years, members of the Junior League have
focused their energies on school
readiness and literacy, improved
health care and nutrition,
support for the arts, and
advocacy for environmental
responsibility through effective
action and trained leadership.
Collectively, the Junior League
has donated more than $3
million and 7 million hours of
volunteer support to programs
and agencies in St. Petersburg
and Pinellas County.
So, it makes sense that when
members of the League set out
to create a year-long celebration
honoring 85 years of service, it
turned out to be less of a party
in the traditional sense, and
more of a challenge to its
membership to increase
volunteer hours in the
JLSP members Mary Reed, Jenny Reese, Erin Lohmiller, Gentry Adams,
community, and to raise funds
Chloe Firebaugh, Wendy Baker, and Brynne Johnson

Continued on page 38

Mayor Don Jones
Framework of Reason
Will Michaels

This is the first of a two-part article based on an extensive interview with former mayor Don Jones.
Don Jones was mayor during a time of intense infrastructure improvement, and a watershed period for
St. Petersburg’s civil rights history.
on Jones was city councilman from 1963-1967 and mayor from 1967-1969. In a recent
interview, he described his tenure as ‘the best of times and the worst of times.’ “Five of those
years were years of dramatic progress, accomplishment and growth. The sixth year was a
time of stress, tension and confrontation due to the racial climate at that time in St. Petersburg
and America,” stated Jones.
Don arrived in St. Petersburg
from Geneva, New York, in
1956, and established his own
insurance business. He also was
an avid pilot and joined the
local pilots association. He
became active in community
affairs. One of his first volunteer
activities was to chair a
fundraising drive for the March
of Dimes. He came up with the
novel idea of a ‘March of Dimes
Airlift.’ The public was given
plane rides by volunteer civilian

D

Continued on page 42

Don Jones with daughter Barbara in the 1965 Festival of the States Parade

Dr. George Stovall

Can You Canoe?
Linda Dobbs

From Ocean, to Gulf, to Bayou, and Swamps and
Rivers, too... George Can Do, Can You?

S

nell Isle resident, Dr. George Stovall, can canoe. In fact,
he is locally famous for his adventures, large and medium –
no small ones. Key Largo to Bimini; from Fort Clinch on
Fernandina Beach, up the St. Mary’s into the Okefenokee
Swamp, into the Suwanee River, and down to Cedar Key;
coastlines in Florida to Georgia to both Carolinas; George has
done it, alone and with companions. He likes to paddle; he loves
to experiment. He has kayaks, canoes, and stand-up paddleboards
– but he loves his dugouts the most.
His 50- to 100-year-old, Honduran dugout (cayuka) isn’t just
hanging on display at George’s office or at his home on Coffee
Pot Bayou. This dugout goes everywhere, but is stored on George’s
dock when ‘resting.’ He has some buddies who accompany him
– or he accompanies them – regularly on these adventures
(probably his best-known buddy is Terry Tomalin, of the Tampa
Bay Times). George and friends have paddled many miles over
many years.
“A number of years ago [2004], four of us paddled my 24-foot
dugout 100 miles down the Gulf Coast of Florida in three days
in the first experiment of its capabilities,” George recalls. This
adventure was enjoyed by St. Petersburg Times readers, published
in three parts, thanks to author and fellow adventurer, Tomalin.
Recently, George was approached with the possibility of
lending his antique dugout canoe for a new adventure: paddling
130 miles to Cuba, Key Largo to Havana. In fact, it was one of
these paddling buddies – Aaron Freedman and his friend Jim
Hartnett – who presented their idea to him.
Although George had contemplated such a trip for years, the
logistics were and are still daunting. “I was quite interested when
Jim and Aaron started thinking about paddling such a craft from
Florida to Cuba, and I have offered my dugouts to the endeavor,”
George says enthusiastically.
Continued on page 44
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What Is Your Home Worth?
Call Me Today for a FREE 2016 Comparative Market Analysis!
COMPETENT | COURTEOUS | RESPONSIVE

1325 Snell Isle Blvd. #810

1601 50th Ave. N.

3021 Pelican Pl.

125 94th Ave.

LAST LISTED: $648,900

LAST LISTED: $275,000

LAST LISTED: $399,000

LAST LISTED: $349,000

www.TampaBayResidentialProperties.com
www.facebook.com/ChristopherEwingRealtor
RE/MAX METRO is independently owned and operated and sells more residential
real estate annually in South Pinellas than any other brokerage.

chris@ewingteam.com
150 2nd Ave N, Suite 100
St.Pete, FL 33701

727.871.3300

PREMIERSOTHEBYSREALTY.COM

Representing Premier Sotheby’s International Realty
in Downtown St. Petersburg, Snell Isle
and Old Northeast

NEWLY LISTED

RECENTLY SOLD

101 Bandera Way NE
Last listed at $799,555

2300 ANDALUSIA WAY NE
$1,100,000

2075 Hawaii Ave. NE
Last listed at $850,000

1325 Snell Isle Blvd. NE
Last listed at $534,950

255 14TH AVE. NE
$795,000

7410 Burlington Ave. N.
Last listed at $525,000

460 Lido Way NE
Last listed at $399,000

1001 SNELL ISLE BLVD. NE
$399,000

SANDY WATERBURY | JENNY PUTRINO
727.507.1788

727.385.0562

Sotheby’s International Realty® and the Sotheby’s International Realty logo are registered service marks used with permission. Each office is independently owned and operated.
Equal Housing Opportunity. Property information herein is derived from various sources including, but not limited to, county records and multiple listing services, and may include
approximations. All information is deemed accurate and neither suggests nor infers that Sotheby’s International Realty participated as either the listing or cooperating agent or
broker in the sale or purchase of the properties depicted.
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P U B L IS H E R’S N OT E

Solutions For You
From Your
Pinellas Team

(standing)

(seated)

Beth Horner
Trust Director

Tim Mann
Market Director

Amanda Gilroy
Commercial Relationship Manager

Scott Gault
Pinellas County President

Craig West
Private Relationship Manager

Debbie Viveiros
Treasury Services Manager

When you’re looking for a solid bank with
local decision makers, you’ll want to meet our
experienced Pinellas team in our downtown St.

In With the Old and New
The first thing I’m noticing while proofing this issue is that we really
need some new dog-blood in our NEJ ‘company’ mix... there are way too
many women with cats showcased in People and Pets!
But despite that oddity, this issue shows a lot of young blood coming
to the forefront of the community, and this is a really good thing, an
encouraging sign of the community’s vibrancy and long-term viability.
And, the youthful infusion is not just young in age, necessarily, but in
absolute young-at-heart attitude and spirit that is stretching and growing
our community to another level of greatness.
While the Junior League of St. Petersburg is celebrating its 85th
anniversary, the young women leading the charge into the next chapter
are maintaining the wonderful core values of the Junior League while at
the same time infusing a refreshing youthful energy and optimism through
both deeds and attitude. This is contributing to a sort of re-birth of the
wonderful long-standing programs at the heart of St. Pete’s soul.
Another example of using the experiences and traditions from our
collective past and melding them with the new and youthful to (re)create
new and exciting adventures is the use of Old Northeast resident Dr.
George Stovall’s 100-year-old Honduran dug-out canoe for a jaunt to
Cuba! Given both the physical challenge and the symbolism of such a trip
to this until-recently-taboo island nation, this represents both a physical
and metaphorical example of youthful energy and optimism at work
reinvigorating our community and our world. It’s also a wonderful case of
history repeating itself with a new twist, in that Dr. Stovall took his own
long and challenging paddle journey some 43 years ago. Please read the
cover story to learn more.
Not to beat the theme to death, but I do so love that we as a community
save and cherish the best of tradition and of the old to serve as a foundation
for our future. Read the story on page 29 about heart-pine reclamation (a
regional treasure) to simultaneously save the past while building a future
infused with it. Wonderful!
Lastly, please read about AARP’s local initiatives stemming from their
national ‘Life Re-imagined’ campaign to help seniors find that ‘what’s
next’ phase of their lives in retirement. The beauty of these initiatives is
that they’re about new beginnings, of a sort, and not about sun-setting...
again, a perfect metaphor for embracing the old while creating the new...
something the Old Northeast does so well and something we should all
try to learn from and emulate.
Enjoy!

Jen

Petersburg office.
Visit our downtown St. Pete office or call

Northeast Journal

Scott Gault at 727-502-8400 to learn how you can
benefit from a different kind of banking.
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ART. BEAUTY. PROVENANCE.
THE WORLD’S MOST DESIRED HOMES

1950 ARROWHEAD DRIVE NE $1,799,000

176 26TH AVENUE N $1,195,000

http://tours.jamesostrand.com/464954

1865 BRIGHTWATERS BLVD NE
$3,350,000
http://tours.jamesostrand.com/447240

http://tours.jamesostrand.com/462096

555 5TH AVENUE NE #622
$2,100,000

1960 72ND AVENUE NE
$1,300,000

https://youtu.be/qwT3TObYylU

4 bedrooms/3.5 baths, 4540 SF

2275 COFFEE POT BAYOU NE
$75,000

Interested in
joining our
dynamic team?
Visit sarahanddonhowe.com and
click the “join our team” link.
214 7TH AVENUE N
$499,000

3 bedrooms/3 baths, 2268 SF

234 21ST AVENUE NE
$1,240,000

http://tours.jamesostrand.com/440156

101 17TH AVENUE N
$749,000

http://tours.jamesostrand.com/455247

SARAH & DON HOWE
ST. PETERSBURG’S LUXURY HOME SPECIALISTS
727 498 0610 | sarah@coastalpgi.com | don@coastalpgi.com | sarahanddonhowe.com
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M EE T TH E W R ITE R S
We would like to sincerely thank and introduce our writers. The time and talent they dedicate to writing about good people, good places, and good things happening
is what makes the Northeast Journal the quality publication that our readers have come to expect and love.

Susan Alderson, a native of St. Petersburg, has lived in the
Old Northeast since she was 5 years old. She is the mother
of four children and grandmother of two. Along with photography, Susan loves being the managing editor of this
publication.

Becky Malowany is a Tampa Bay native, Snell Isle resident,
freelance writer, and businesswoman. She earned her
Master’s Degree from the George Washington University and
Bachelor’s from FSU. Becky has a passion for travel, art,
sports, animal welfare, and the environment. [rlemmon123@
gmail.com]

Samantha Bond owns her own insurance business, and has
lived in St. Petersburg since 2014. From Maryland, she
relocated to Tampa, graduating from USF in 1988. Her children
attend FSU.

Barbara Marshall and her husband, Jay, live in The Historic
Old Northeast and are the owners of House to Home Relocation,
a business specializing in relocating seniors. They are
members of the National Association of Senior Move Managers
on whose national board Barbara serves.

Linda Dobbs, 12-year ONE resident; lived/worked in 10
states and three continents; a journalist/editor for 40 years;
member of City’s International Relations Committee and Dali
Guild; Tai Chi enthusiast; docent-in-training at Sunken
Gardens. Husband Bob, 3 children, 3 grandchildren. [linda_
dobbs@yahoo.com]

James Martin and his wife have been residents in the historic
Old Northeast for the past 4 years. James is a graduate of
the USFSP, and is an everyday outdoorsman who enjoys
anything that includes being on the water or surrounded by
nature. [everydayoutdoorsman@gmail.com]

Mary Hampton, our self-titled, Queen of Recycling, is a
retired educator. In retirement, she has been thrilled to marry
her high school sweetheart, Steve. She is the proud grammy
of three beautiful granddaughters. Mary loves writing for the
Northeast Journal. [resourcewisdom@gmail.com]

Will Michaels is retired as executive director of the History
Museum and has served as president of St. Petersburg
Preservation and vice president of the Dr. Carter G. Woodson
Museum of African American History. He is the author of The
Making of St. Petersburg. [wmichaels2@tampabay.rr.com]

Marcia Heath turned her love of books into a publishing
career as an editor and publicist at Harcourt Brace, Putnam’s,
and Pocket Books. After 20+ years in corporate marketing,
Heath freelances as a writer, marketing coach, and consensusbuilding facilitator. [heath.marcia@gmail.com]

Emily Norton is an aspiring writer and editor who moved
to the Old Northeast last year. She currently works as a copy
editor and art researcher in addition to voluntarily managing
the Charming_Old_Northeast Instagram account.
[emjnorton@gmail.com]

Virginia Littrell is a past president of the Junior League. She
served on the City Council, the third generation of her family
to hold elected office in St. Petersburg. Both sides of her
family have lived in the city for a century.

Yvonne Swanson moved to St. Pete in 2000, after 20+ years’
reporting and editing experience in DC, Atlanta and New York
City. She enjoys volunteering for Shorecrest Prep’s theatre
program, at Sunken Gardens and her church.

851 Brightwaters Boulevard NE
$4,150,000 | Web ID U7764553
Alona Dishy & Rick Scherer

727.458.8037

1850 Brightwaters Boulevard NE
$3,595,000 | Web ID DISH121415IHE
Alona Dishy
727.458.8037

1800 North Shore Drive NE
$3,495,000 | Web ID U7752431
Alona Dishy
727.458.8037

116 Brightwaters Boulevard NE
$2,875,000 | Web ID U7734722
Alona Dishy
727.458.8037

300 Beach Drive NE #210
$2,110,000 | Web ID U7752442
Alona Dishy
727.458.8037

175 1st Street South #3203
$1,495,000 | Web ID U7749330
Robyn Gunn & Diane Swainston
727.421.7234

519 3rd Avenue South
$798,000 | Web ID U7756246
Kelly Lee McFrederick
727.410.3605

6503 Debbie Lane South
$695,000 | Web ID U7734925
Robyn Gunn & Diane Swainston
727.421.7234

1401 43rd Avenue North
$694,900 | Web ID U7755289
Frank Fage
727.492.7817

175 1st Street South #2701
$689,000 | Web ID U7742028
Frank Fage
727.492.7817

875 Ponce De Leon Drive
$550,000 | Web ID PONC011816IHE
Frank Fage
727.492.7817

2300 Andalusia Way NE
$1,100,000 | Web ID U7765256
Sandy Waterbury & Jenny Putrino

2244 Central Avenue
$489,000 | Web ID U7761755
Robyn Gunn
727.421.7234

12830 Tar Flower Drive
$476,900 | Web ID U7755545
Frank Fage
727.492.7817

100 4th Avenue South #229
$345,000 | Web ID U7761542
Frank Fage
727.492.7817

105 4th Avenue NE #420
$339,900 | Web ID U7764960
Jan Kokernot
727.460.2956

727.507.1788

Lakeside Drive
$339,000 | Web ID U7716506
Kelly Lee McFrederick
727.410.3605

18,700 associates | 828 offices worldwide | 61 countries and territories globally | 35 Premier Sotheby’s International Realty locations

ST. PETERSBURG | 727.898.6800
102 2nd Avenue NE, St. Petersburg, Florida 33701
Sotheby’s International Realty® and the Sotheby’s International Realty logo are registered service marks used with permission. Each office is independently owned and operated. Equal Housing Opportunity.
Property information herein is derived from various sources including, but not limited to, county records and multiple listing services, and may include approximations. All information is deemed accurate.
*Cetinale, Tuscany by Josephine Trotter used with permission.

PREMIERSOTHEBYSREALTY.COM
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M E ET Y O U R NE IG H B O R
To be considered for the Meet Your Neighbor page, you may contact Susan Alderson at susie2wong@gmail.com.

Michelle
Fowler

Simon
Morgan

Carl
Lawson

10th Avenue NE

10th Avenue NE

1st Street North

If your high school friends were asked what they
thought you would be doing today, what would
they say?

Stand-up comedian

Using only one word, name something significant
about your life today.

Peaceful

Best thing about living in this day and age?

It would have to be mobile technical advances.
I love being able to do most anything from my
phone.
Favorite kid pastime you miss most?

Making mud pies

Favorite memory from age 13?

My first concert, Andy Gibb at the Bayfront
Center Arena
If your house were burning (all family and pets
were safe), what one thing would you grab?

All my scrapbooks

What is your idea of exercise?

Downtown waterfront walking
How many times have you fallen in love?

Twice

Your favorite dish to fix?

Spaghetti

Best thing about living in St. Petersburg?

Close access to beaches, museums, and the vibrant
downtown area
Best hidden “gem” in St. Pete?

Northshore Beach... a great spot for lazy Sunday
afternoons
What book inspires you?

A Life God Rewards by Bruce Wilkinson
Which St. Pete bird is your favorite:
heron, pelican, flamingo, ibis or other?

The Great Egret

What’s your favorite place to meet new people?

Sitting outside at the Birchwood

Pancake breakfast, cookout, fancy dinner or other?

If your high school friends were asked what they
thought you would be doing today, what would
they say?

You lucky SOB (not too sure if I can say that).
Great job where you get to travel, beautiful girlfriend,
lovely daughter, nice house, great neighborhood
where everything is within walking distance.
Using only one word, name something significant
about your life today.

You can wake up in Florida, fall asleep in Europe,
and text your friends or family good night.

Ease of travel, use of technology, and access to
information
Favorite kid pastime you miss most?

Playing football (Australian rules) with my
brothers in the backyard
Favorite memory from age 13?

Going camping with my family
If your house were burning (all family and pets
were safe), what one thing would you grab?

Having the freedom of speech, worship and
political views

Favorite memory from age 13?

SNICK (Saturday Night Nickelodeon) and pizza
If your house were burning (all family and pets
were safe), what one thing would you grab?

My daughter’s pacifier

What is your idea of exercise?

How many times have you fallen in love?

Anything that gets my heart rating going and allows
me to work up a sweat (Florida weather being an
exception)
How many times have you fallen in love?

Kayaking, running, biking, or walking around
Coffee Pot or ONE
Twice
Your favorite dish to fix?

Cheeseburgers!

Hard to say as my definition of love changes over
time. That said, I’d probably say I’m lucky to have
fallen in love three times.

Best thing about living in St. Petersburg?

Your favorite dish to fix?

Sunken Gardens

Egg and bacon pie as my Mom would call it
(quiche to the rest of the world)
Best hidden “gem” in St. Pete?

Most of the gems are not so hidden. However, I have
to say my gem of an out-of-the-way restaurant is
Perico’s Mexican restaurant on 4th Street. Great
authentic food and mean margaritas.
What book inspires you?

Writings of Winston Churchill
I enjoy BBQing. It’s just nice to sit back, Q, and
enjoy the aroma.

The water
Best hidden “gem” in St. Pete?
What book inspires you?

Dale Carnegie’s Making Friends and Influencing
People
Which St. Pete bird is your favorite:
heron, pelican, flamingo, ibis or other?

Pelican
What’s your favorite place to meet new people?

Old Northeast parties (you can just walk home)
Pancake breakfast, cookout, fancy dinner or other?

Pancake breakfast or croissants from the Cassis
Bakery

Nothing in this world can take the place of
persistence. Talent will not: nothing is more
common than unsuccessful men with talent.
Genius will not; unrewarded genius is almost a
proverb. Education will not: the world is full of
educated derelicts. Persistence and determination
alone are omnipotent.

Your favorite quote?

What do you love most about living in this country?

In America, you can have expectations, and if they
are not met, you can complain.

No, but want to learn to play guitar
What is your first thought in the morning?

Do you play an instrument?

Get the coffee brewing

Playing on the beach with no responsibilities

What is your idea of exercise?

The similarities in values that are shared between
Australia (the country I was born and raised in).
Freedom of speech and religion, and the merging of
many cultures.

Do you play an instrument?

Favorite kid pastime you miss most?

My backpack. Strange as it may sound, it has literally
been my travel companion while I’ve traveled to all
corners of the globe over the past 25 years.

Your favorite quote?

What do you love most about living in this country?

Tranquility

Best thing about living in this day and age?

Your favorite quote?

To reduce the amount of theft in the Old Northeast
and surrounding neighborhoods, we need more of a
police presence

Using only one word, name something significant
about your life today.
Best thing about living in this day and age?

Pancake breakfast, cookout, fancy dinner or other?

If you were elected mayor of this city, what would
be your first improvement?

I imagine they would say modern day Indiana Jones
in a foreign prison somewhere

Family

I love to walk down to Beach Drive and enjoy
outside dining at any of the restaurants along
the way.
“If you’re going through Hell, keep going!”

If your high school friends were asked what they
thought you would be doing today, what would
they say?

Guitar, saxophone, blues harp.

If it were easy, everyone would do it.
If you were elected mayor of this city, what would
be your first improvement?

Wider neighborhood sidewalks
What do you love most about living in this country?

Do you play an instrument?

Recorder
What is your first thought in the morning?

Is it my turn to make coffee?

ONE ST. PETERSBURG

100 1st Ave N. (Preview at 330 Beach Dr.)
Pricing from the $500s to $4M
Offering 1,402 - 4,062 SF
onestpetersburg.com | 727.240.3840

THE SALVADOR

199 Dali Blvd. (Preview at 330 Beach Dr.)
Starting in the $400s
Offering 964 - 2,537 SF
thesalvador.com | 727.475.7451

BLISS

WATER CLUB SNELL ISLE

176 4th Ave NE (Preview at 330 Beach Dr.)
1325 Snell Isle Blvd. NE
Offered at $1,339,900
Starting in the $500s
3 Bed | 2/1 Bath | 2,140 SF | #1402
Offering 1,711 - 1,940 SF
blissoverbeachdrive.com | 727.565.2799 waterclubliving.com | 727.478.2060

EXCEPTIONAL PROPERTIES. EXCEPTIONAL AGENTS.

EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE.
558 16TH AVENUE NE
Offered at $1,199,298

426 11TH AVENUE NE

Starting in the $500’s | The Sanderlings
5 Bed | 5 Bath | 3,953 SF | New Construction Offering 1,801-2,367 SF | New Construction
Chis Pitre & Gary Hess 845.233.0024
Kevin Petelle & Lea Newman 727.430.2576

400 BEACH DRIVE NE #604
Offered at $1,879,000
3 Bed | 3/1 Bath | 3,534 SF
Debbie Momberg & Lee Stratton 727.560.1571

401 COFFEE POT RIVIERA NE
1325 SNELL ISLE BOULEVARD #308
Offered at $639,000
Offered at $725,000
2 Bed | 2 Bath | 1,711 SF
4 Bed | 4 Bath | 2,422 SF
Ellen Reese 727.902.0009
Frank & Becky Malowany 727.432.1176

4981 BACOPA LANE S #603
Offered at $525,000
2 Bed | 2 Bath | 1,822 SF
Debbie Zito 813.902.8326

1940 KENTUCKY AVENUE NE
Offered at $715,000
3 Bed | 3 Bath | 2,411 SF
Sharon Kantner & Tia Hockensmith
727.278.5866

6505 2ND AVENUE N
Offered at $699,500
3 Bed | 3 Bath | 3,430 SF
Heather Lauter 727.515.9910

175 2ND STREET S PH-2
Offered at $435,000
1 Bed | 1 Bath | 947 SF
Glen Richardson & Bethsabé Pedersen
727.403.9976

®

TAMPA | ST. PETERSBURG | CLEARWATER | BEACHES
TAMPA | ST. PETERSBURG | CLEARWATER
1.855.580.3758
| WWW.SMITHANDASSOCIATES.COM
1.855.580.3758
| WWW.SMITHANDASSOCIATES.COM
®

•

•

500 COFFEE POT RIVIERA NE
Offered at $2,900,000
6 Bed | 6 Bath | 7,066 SF | Waterfront
Ali Bernarth 727.560.4377
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GOODNESS InDEED

The Law of Boy Scout Energy

T

Samantha Bond

he law of conservation of energy
states that the total energy of an
isolated system remains
constant – it is said to be conserved
over time. Further, energy can neither
be created nor destroyed; rather, it
transforms from one form to another.
What does this have to do with
Boy Scouts? Our community – and
on an even scale greater, our world
– has benefitted for over 100 years
by the presence of the Boy Scouts of
America. Rather than paraphrase,
this excerpt is taken directly from
the St. Rafael Catholic Church
website, and reflects exactly the
reasoning behind a comparison of

Brian with his son Jack O’Neill

Troop 219 at their meeting at St. Raphaels School

All units of Troop 219 were represented at Scout Sunday with Father Kevin Mackin

a meeting of the minds to develop
guidance in area troop enrollment
growth, prescribed financial controls,
and other best-practice guidelines.
At the local level, Brian serves as the
advancement chair for Boy Scout
Troop 219, and he also serves as the
cub master for Cub Scout Pack 303,
chartered at Shorecrest Preparatory
School.
The church and the scouts support
each other in various ways. The
church provides a consistent place to
meet. They communicate the
recruitment message of the Scouts
through a number of outlets,
including their website at www.
st-raphaels.com under the Social
Mission and Ministries tab. Very

Brian and scouts giving back to St. Raphael’s

importantly, they provide space for the scouts to hold
the law of energy to Boy Scouts of America:
Scout Oath
their annual Christmas tree sale, raising the funds it
“Since 1910, the Boy Scouts of America has been
takes for the organization to thrive.
providing a proven, character-building program to
On my honor I will do my best
The scouts support the church by sometimes
our nation’s youth. It is the mission of the Boy Scouts
providing adult and scout volunteer labor for projects
to prepare young people to make ethical choices over
To do my duty to God and my country
around the church campus. Currently, Troop 219 is
their lifetime by instilling in them the values of the
and to obey the Scout Law;
finishing a wooden cabinet for art supplies in a shared
Scout Oath and Law.”
classroom. In addition, the scouts recently built and
The emphasis was added intentionally to support
To help other people at all times;
installed raised planter boxes for the first-grade class.
the claim that the Boy Scouts of America create
The clergy at St. Raphael’s are themselves an
energy in the system we know as society. Energy
To keep myself physically strong,
appreciated resource of the troop, and were honored
transforms from the Boy Scout leaders who volunteer,
mentally awake, and morally straight.
by the troop with their own patrol in the troop. They
providing energy in their physical and mental actions
are known as God’s Patrol.
in support of the scouts who are positively impacted
–––––––––––––––––––––
Scouts are trained to run the troop themselves.
by their membership. The positive energy from the
Scout Law
Boy Scout troops have boys aged 11-17 and are
ethical behaviors perpetuated by Boy Scouts impact
divided into separate patrols where decisions are
our society as a whole when boys are raised in an
A Scout is trustworthy,
proposed, made, and implemented. The boys take
environment that supports the values of the Scout
turns in elected leadership positions at both the
Oath and Law. It’s that powerful.
loyal, helpful, friendly,
patrol and troop level. One of the patrol duties is to
Brian O’Neill deserves our thanks and recognition.
courteous, kind, obedient,
decide the location for camping (they try for once
He serves the local Boy Scout Troop 219 in affiliation
per month), what activities to pursue, what food to
with its Charter Organization, St. Raphael Catholic
cheerful, thrifty,
bring, equipment or supplies needed, and arrange for
Church located at 1376 Snell Isle Blvd. NE. His roles
adult volunteer participation. The boys of Troop 219
are many, starting with the very important though
brave, clean, and reverent.
are broken into four patrols of about 10 boys each.
unofficial title of scout dad. Son Jack is well on his
Brian O’Neill shares his time, his talent, and
way to Eagle Scout at the young age of 15, a great
accomplishment. On an official level, Brian serves in several distinct, related, treasure. In discussing the family nature of the Boy Scout organization, we shared
and important roles. He serves as the charter organization representative. Troop mutual stories of past troop experiences. Some of those stories touched on the
219 has been generously chartered through a mutually supportive relationship tragedies and successes of the troops we each know. Brian’s day job is vice president
with St. Raphael Catholic Church for all of its 52 years in existence. Brian also of sales at DDP Medical Supply in St. Petersburg. He generously donated an
serves as a volunteer to the executive committee at the West Central Florida automated external defibrillator (AED) as a precaution against a cardio-related
Council. The Council is currently considering a move that would join the Gulf emergency. Brian’s greatest joy is seeing the boys develop, grow, and embrace the
Ridge Council and West Central Florida Councils. The role of the executive Scout Law of helping others. The O’Neill’s call Snell Isle home and consist of
committee at the area council level of the Boy Scout organization is to provide Brian, his wife Heather, son Jack, and daughter, Reilly.

OLD NORTHEAST ESTATE

GORGEOUS, CORNER LOT

NEW, MODERN CONSTRUCTION

MEDITERRANEAN
WATERFRONT ESTATE

OPEN-WATER VIEWS ON CUL-DE-SAC

BEST BUY ON BAYSHORE

DOUBLE WATERFRONT LOT

3.5 ACRES WITH LAKE

STRICKLAND
PROPERTY
GROUP

Opening doors to Tampa Bay
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Terrifically Talented Teens
lead ballerina Meg in Shorecrest
Theatre’s Phantom of the Opera.
oes The Old Northeast
The Shorecrest Theatre program is
neighborhood attract artistic
considered one of the best in the Tampa
types, or does living here inspire
Bay area. Last year, its musical
our residents to develop their creative
production Anything Goes was ranked
side? We have writers, painters, sculptors
one of the state’s best high school
and other fine artists, photographers,
productions, and the students received
performance artists, musicians, dancers
a standing ovation when they performed
and singers. Why, there’s even a hat
the show for an audience of 2,500 at the
maker and a fashion designer.
Straz Center’s Morsani Hall.
Our city is, after all, ranked the #1
“It was absolutely amazing to perform
arts destination for mid-sized cities
on that stage in front of a full house,”
(AmericanStyle Magazine) and one of
recalls Ginny, who played Hope
America’s top arts places (ArtPlace
Harcourt in the Cole Porter golden-age
America). National publications,
musical. This year, she’s playing one
including the New York Times, Forbes
of her dream roles as Christine in
and National Geographic, rave about our ONE performers Kayelin Leonhirth, Mitchell Greene, Ginny Swanson, and stage manager
Shorecrest’s Phantom.
Erin Phares have fun in the costume room at Shorecrest during a Phantom rehearsal.
arts and entertainment scene.
Erin Phares, whose family
It should come as no
moved from Ohio to the
surprise, then, that our
ONE last year, is not only
creative corner of town is
creative and artistic, but
producing exceptionally
organized and a leader. A
talented kids who’ve grown
Shorecrest junior, she jumped
up within walking distance of
right into the theatre program
art museums, galleries, and
and serves as stage manager.
live performance venues.
Though her role is behind the
The ’hood is located so close
scenes, she and the crew are
to Vinoy and Straub parks –
vital to the production.
with concerts and festivals
“I love theatre and being
year-round – that our
part of the magic,” she says.
youngsters think hearing live
“Every time the lights dim,
music without leaving home
the magic begins. I help to
is normal.
create dreams. How many
Children who are inspired
people can say they do that?”
to love theater and the arts at
Shorecrest sophomore
a young age are more likely to
and Old NE resident Mitchell
Music director Michael McCarthy leads the cast. An internationally acclaimed actor and singer, McCarthy starred as
develop creative gifts and the Phantom in Ken Hill’s original musical adaptation of the novel Phantom of the Opera in London’s West End
Greene, another ‘triple
maintain a lifelong appreci- and UK tour. Among his Broadway and international credits are lead roles in Les Mis and Sweeney Todd.
threat’ as they’re called (he
sings, dances, and acts), also
ation for the performing arts,
find researchers. In fact, a study conducted by the University of California Los plays guitar. At the tender age of five, he began modeling and acting in Los Angeles,
Angeles found that students involved in the arts have better academic performance, and won numerous awards. But his parents decided he should have a ‘normal’
are more involved in community service, and are less likely to drop out of school. childhood, so he’s been raised here in the ONE – but knows if acting is his passion,
As the parent of a musical theatre student, I can personally attest to that. Our he will be supported. He excels at comedy, improv, impersonations, and dialects.
daughter, Ginny, has grown up in the ONE surrounded by creative friends, One of his favorite quotes comes from Jimi Hendrix: “If there is something to be
classmates, and neighbors. Our 1920’s bungalow had a sunken room that made changed in this world, then it can only happen through music.”
Whether it’s music, painting, dancing, or another art form, perhaps Erin sums
the perfect sitting area for an audience. With our dining room chairs lined up
theatre-style, we’ve watched countless live dramas, ballets, musicals, and vocal it up best, from a teen’s perspective: “I like all sorts of arts, but I’m not very good
at most of them. That’s the fun thing about art, though. There is no good, no bad,
concerts performed by Ginny and friends.
“My parents and teachers have encouraged and supported me to reach for my no right, no wrong. Art is more of a feeling.”
dreams,” says Ginny, a senior honors student at Shorecrest Preparatory School. If you go: The longest-running show in Broadway history, Phantom of the Opera
“Performing never fails to make me feel happy and excited about life. I plan to features lavish costumes and scenery, as well as a thrilling score with well-known
pursue a career on the stage.”
songs, including “Music of the Night” and “Masquerade.” Set in a 19th-century
Ginny’s classmate, Kayelin Leonhirth of Granada Terrace, has been dancing French opera house, a beautiful young soprano becomes the obsession of a disfigured
for many years and has performed at major venues, including the Straz Center in musical genius who lives in a haunting underground lair. Consumed with winning
Tampa and both the Mahaffey and Palladium Theaters in St. Petersburg. A her love, the Phantom terrorizes the opera house in this dramatic story that reveals
sophomore, she grew up watching Shorecrest’s plays and musicals – and was the true power of music and love.
Shorecrest’s production of Phantom of the Opera runs April 14-16. Tickets are
determined to be on stage at the school’s 650-seat Janet Root Theatre.
“I’ve always seen the musicals at my school and been inspired by the talent. I’ve $10 for students and $20 for adults, and are available for purchase at the Box Office
always wanted to be just like them, and now I’m doing what those students were April 11-15 8am-4pm, and 90 minutes before each show. The Janet Root Theatre
doing. I love singing and dancing. They are my passions,” she says. In April, Kayelin, is on the Shorecrest campus at 5101 First Street NE in St. Petersburg. For more
who dances on pointe – a major goal in a ballerina’s dance life – will perform as the information, visit www.shorecrest.org, or call the Box Office at 727/522-2111.

D

Yvonne Swanson
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Pedal Power

Liz Kollar, Ginny McFall Steedley, Jen Rhyner, Jessica Koelsch just before doing the Ididaride
up the Suwanne River. It was in the low 30°s and actually snowing that day.

T

James Martin

here’s a bicycle revolution happening in the
’Burg. Walk along the waterfront and you’ll see
families, visitors, and sport enthusiasts all
enjoying the ride. St. Petersburg was made for biking,
and living in the Old Northeast and Snell Isle
provides a perfect gateway to the miles and miles of
bike paths and dedicated bike lanes to enjoy. At our
doorsteps, we have access to the North Bay Trail
which starts in downtown and winds its way along
the waterfront, past our beautiful parks and eventually
ends up near 83rd Avenue, over 6 miles of pure paved
pleasure. Too much traffic in the ’Burg you think?
Parking is a hassle? Grab your bike, avoid the traffic,
enjoy our beautiful scenery, and don’t worry about
parking – it’s too easy. Going to the Saturday morning
market? Want to grab a quick lunch? Meeting friends
in downtown? Bicycles are the way to go.
Looking to get a workout and join a long-standing
tradition in St. Pete? The St. Petersburg Bicycle Club
was founded in 1968 and offers a supportive group
atmosphere for riding enthusiasts to join group rides.
Visit their website at stpetecycling.com and you’ll find
they offer differing rides depending upon your level.
At the slower speeds, they offer a no-drop policy, so
if you’re newer to riding, you don’t have to be worried
about being left behind. If you’re looking to channel
your inner speedster, they have a group for you as well.
Want to leave the pavement and discover an
adrenaline-pumping, challenging trek through some
of most diverse terrain Florida has to offer? Get with
the folks at Just a Little Bit Dirty Off Road Community
– you can find them on Facebook – and you’ll discover

a bevy of options for the outdoor adventurer in you.
I was speaking with Ken Bowen, an active member
in the group and Old Northeast native who said that
surprisingly enough, Florida offers some of the most
challenging off-road biking landscape he’s ever
encountered. This coming from someone who spent
years living out west in Colorado. Florida never ceases
to amaze me!

Ted Lee riding ‘Ridgeline’ at Balm Boyette

Recently, St. Petersburg has looked to join the
cities of Tampa and Orlando and adopt a bike-share
program. Per the Tampa Bay Times, the city is in the
final decision-making process of diverting over $1
million of BP settlement funds to purchase bikes for
a new share program. How do bike-share programs
work? Normally bike ‘stations’ or ‘kiosks’ are set up

Let Northstar Guide You Home

Excellence. Experience. Confidence.
Selling, Buying or Investing? Call the real
estate professionals at Northstar Realty.
Serving all of Tampa Bay. We have the Buyers!

727-528-7653
Northstar Realty, Inc.

Peggy Naruns, Broker Owner

Kim Donaldson Holly Petrak Liz Kollar and Matt Shaanklin

DOWNTOWN: 216 Beach Drive NE
NORTHEAST: 4627 Chanellor Street NE

www.NorthstarRealty.com

where riders can opt in to rent the bike for hourly or
daily rates. The riders then can use a safe and wellmaintained bicycle at their leisure, returning it back
to the kiosk or station at the end of their ride. More
than 70 cities in the U.S. currently have or will
launch bike-share programs this year alone.
What do I need to get out and enjoy all St. Pete has
to offer on two wheels? First is an understanding that
many bicyclists choose to share the road with drivers,
and being such, you will be considered a vehicle. This
means all the same rules apply. You must obey traffic
signals, stop at stop signs, and respect the right-of-way
and flow of traffic. On our pathways, please remember,
pedestrians have the right of way. If you end up stuck
behind a group of pedestrians, relax, take in the breathtaking views of Tampa Bay, and remember, right now
up north it’s freezing and not ideal biking weather. I
would encourage everyone who rides to invest in their
own safety. Any of our local bike shops can set you up
with an affordable and safe helmet. For more
information on the rules of the road, visit the City of
St. Pete’s website at www.stpete.org/parks_and_
recreation/city_trails/bike_and_pedestrian_laws.php.
We have a great opportunity to bike here in the Old
Northeast, in greater St. Pete, and in Pinellas in general.
The Pinellas trail offers nearly 40 miles of scenic biking
and there exists a vast amount of streets, paths, and
trails to discover in our own neighborhood. The best
way to keep our streets and each other safe is to
remember the rule of respect... respect from bicyclists
for the rules of the road, and respect from our motorists
for those on bicycles. There’s plenty of room for
everyone, especially if we just slow down and take in
the view. Until next time, see you in the sunshine.

Difference

DISCOVER THE COASTAL

F E AT
URED L
TI N G S
ATU
LII S
STI
$297,000

$845,000

$650,000

UNDER CONTRACT

248 14th Ave NE • St. Petersburg
SUSAN VAUGHN • 727. 510.8075

215 37th Ave NE • St. Petersburg
AL AN MAY • 727. 543.7523

$1,375,000

3728 Belle V ista Dr E • St. Pete Beach
SHARON SIMMS • 727.403. 5107

$1,400,000

288 Beach Dr NE Apt 6B • St. Petersburg
ROB JOHNSON • 727. 599.7980

230 0 Pass A Grille Way • St. Pete Beach
DENISE REILLY • 727.458.6161

R EC E NTLY SO L D
$1,250,000

$1,420,000

30 0 Beach Dr NE, #10 04 • St. Petersburg
LIZ HEINKEL • 727.239. 5623

$850,000

555 5th Ave NE, #1132 • St. Petersburg
SHARON SIMMS • 727.403. 5107

1 Beach Dr SE, #2706 • St. Petersburg
SHARON SIMMS • 727.403. 5107
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SHARON SIMMS
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TAMI SIMMS
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Port of St. Petersburg... Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow

282-foot motor yacht Ecstasea and 302-foot motor yacht Tatoosh at the Port of St. Petersburg

he Port of St. Petersburg is a short sail from the
Gulf of Mexico, which is an ideal location for
vessels that are traveling to and from sites in the
Gulf and from around the world.
Opened in 1925, the port has a long history of
operations, serving as a base for US Coast Guard Sector
St. Petersburg and its sea and air activities, as well as
training merchant seaman of the US Maritime Service.
The port harbored small cruise vessels, commercial and
academic research ships, and large yachts.
The port has become home for the St. Petersburg
Ocean Team (SPOT), which is the premier consortium
for marine science, oceanographic, and environmental
research agencies and government institutions in the
Southeast. It became one of the top such clusters in
the nation. SPOT is comprised of more than 15 governmental, educational, and nonprofit member
organizations. It is home to the largest concentration
of marine scientists in the Southeast.
The port’s 3.9 acres of land is bordered by the Albert
Whitted Municipal Airport to the north, Bayboro
Harbor to the south, US Coast Guard Sector St.
Petersburg to the east, and USF College of Marine
Science to the west.
The Port of St. Petersburg has been underutilized
for many years. Recent events have revitalized interest
in the port, including the potential implementation of
(1) a marine science/research, educational ‘experience’
contained in the Port’s 1999 master plan; (2) vessel of
opportunity visits by large yachts, and other vessels,
such as the 325-foot cruise ship, M/V Pearl Mist, and
120-foot dinner cruise vessel, Floridian Princess; and
(3) the advent of the Downtown Waterfront Master
Plan (DWMP).
The DWMP has included public participation at
various meetings and venues. The port has worked to
increase access to the waterfront by hosting a series of
Food Truck Rallies on the wharf. The next rallies will
be on March 18 and April 15, sponsored by Maggie
on the Move.
The City of St. Petersburg is working on several
port revenue-generating business opportunities with
other locations – including Cuba – which involves
large yachts, small cruise ship operations, and ferry

Opening date is expected to occur mid-October 2016,
barring unforeseen delays.
Working with SPOT, dock facilities at Port
Discovery will attract research vessels. Ocean Team
members will play a significant role in directly
conducting seminars and electronic dialogues with
researchers on ships at sea. USF and FIO scientists
aboard the R/V Weatherbird II, along with Bob Ballard
transmitting from the R/V Nautilus, will participate in
the electronic dialogues. The R/V Nautilus is already
a frequent visitor to the Port of St. Petersburg (www.
nautiluslive.org).

service. These business opportunities will supplement
the port as it fills its unique niche as an international
research port, and support and complement its strategic
role of serving as an international destination for
marine science/marine research activities.

Port Discovery St. Petersburg

The St. Petersburg Pier Aquarium was open from
1988 to 2013. During those 25 years, over 4 million
visitors participated in the formal and informal marine
science educational experiences.
The Pier Aquarium is being reincarnated on the
downtown St. Pete waterfront, to be known as Port
Discovery, in the Port of St. Petersburg’s former
passenger terminal on Bayboro Harbor. The facility is

Shared Insights

Dr. Mark Luther

T

Mary Hampton

The first Food Truck Rally was held on April 10, 2015 on the wharf at St. Petersburg.

Artist rendering of the Secrets of the Sea Marine Exploration
Center and Aquarium.

immediately adjacent to the USF College of Marine
Science, at First Street and 8th Avenue SE. Port
Discovery will serve as the epicenter and public face
for the marine research, technology, and innovation
taking place within the SPOT.
The planned marine exploration center will engage
visitors through interactive experiences. These will
combine real-time scientific research, hands-on
experiments, and vibrant marine animals, into fun and
entertaining exhibits, which encourage visitors to
solve the intriguing mysteries found in the waters of
our planet.
Occupancy of the new Pier Discovery building is
tentatively scheduled for late June or early July 2016.

Curated collection of clothing, accessories and more!

Now Open
8 6th Street N
St. Petersburg
shoptwig.com

Dr. Mark Luther, chairman of the board of ‘The
Secrets of the Sea’ Marine Exploration Center and
Aquarium told us, “It is estimated that there are over
1600 people employed in the St. Petersburg and
surrounding areas, working in some aspect of marine
science and technology, including members of the St.
Petersburg Ocean Team (SPOT). It makes St.
Petersburg one of the largest areas for marine science
and technology in the Southeastern United States.
The goal of the Port Discovery center will be to inform
the public about the exciting marine research being
conducted here.”
Walt Miller, marina and port manager for the City
of St. Petersburg said, “We are very excited about the
potential implementation of this fantastic, hands-on
marine science experience into the Port Terminal
building. It will be a great way to educate our citizens
and visitors, on many aspects of our oceans.”
Sincere thanks to Walter Miller and Dr. Mark
Luther for the information and insight they shared in
preparation of this article.
Many events have revitalized interest in the Port of
St. Petersburg. The efforts of the staff of the City of St.
Petersburg and the involvement of its citizens to
develop the DWMP, are all helping to develop new
activities and opportunities at the Port of St. Petersburg.
Resources: www.TheSecretsOfTheSea.org (Info@TheSecrets
OfTheSea.org); St. Petersburg Downtown Waterfront Master
Plan: www.stpete.org/city_initiatives/docs/FINAL_DWMP_
2016_06_04_web.pdf, www.stpete.org/city/initiatives/
downtown_waterfront_master_plan.pdf.

We Have The Buyers! We Get The Results!
Experience, Excellence, and Diligence are the Difference

Text NORTHEAST to 727-288-2595

For a quick list of available properties in Northeast St. Pete!

W AT E R F R O N T

2043 Bayou Grande Blvd NE
4 bed 5 bath $1,150,000
Deep Water, Pool Home
Elizabeth Funk 727-463-6383
SCAN TO WATCH

W AT E R F R O N T

Venetian Isles - 4729 Overlook Dr NE
4 bed 3 bath 3107 sq ft, $845,000
Chef’s Kitchen, Pool, Sailboat Water
Team Georgia/Kirby 727-488-3763

EW

SCAN TO WATCH

N

W AT E R F R O N T

The Greenland Preserve - Tierra Verde - 2007 Bayview Dr Offered at $2,450,000
Coastal Louisiana Plantation Style Home, Hickory Hardwood Floors, Vaulted Ceilings
4 bed, 3.5 bath, 6404 sq ft Over One Acre of Land with Sculpted Pathways
Peggy Naruns 727-528-7653

W AT E R F R O N T

St.Pete Beach-2903 Pass A Grille Way
3 bed 2 bath Open Water$1,500,000
New gourmet kitchen, All Updated
Mojeh Unger 727-642-8496

Snell Isle- 546 Rafael Blvd NE
Prime location and large lot to
Build your Dream Home $439,000
Team Georgia/Kirby 727-488-3763

Signature Place - St Petersburg
Stunning views from this most sought
after downtown living residence.
Amenities include, spacious fitness
center, 24 hour concierge, large
heated pool, private cabanas,
spa and putting green. Walk to all
your favorite downtown St. Pete
hotspots.
175 1st Street S #203
2 bed 2 bath 1370 sq ft $549,000
175 1st Street S #1906
2 bed 2 bath 1447 sq ft $749,000
Upgrades Throughout
Call Your Signature Expert
Peggy Naruns 727-528-7653
W AT E R V I E W C O N D O

W AT E R F R O N T

South Tampa - 5123 W Longfellow Ave Offered at $2,600,000
4900 sqft waterfront oasis situated on premier boating canal in South Tampa
5 bed + Den, 6.5 bath, 3 car garage, 1400 sq ft of balconies, pool/spa, detached pool house
Amelia Bayne & Katie Naruns Mallah 813-390-5242
EW

EW

N

LARGE LOT

W AT E R F R O N T

N

POOL

Eden Isle- 1264 Eden Isle Dr NE Snell Isle - 4501 13th Way NE Shore Acres- 4118 Harrisburg St NE NE ParkShores-1183 38th Ave NE Townview -105 4th Ave N #214
3bed 2bath 2car 2,023 sqft $449,900 3 bed 2 bath 2218sqft $639,000 3bed 2bath 1440 sqft $309,000
2bed 1.5bath 1035 sqft $315,000
4 bed 2 bath 1666 sqft $325,000
Desirable Eden Isles Neighborhood Beautiful Waterfront Pool Home
Charming, Move In Ready
Updated Unit with Wood Floors
Spacious with Large Backyard
David Meehan 727-698-5701 Team Georgia/Kirby 727-501-4881 Elizabeth Funk 727-463-6383
Katie Mallah 727-656-1597
Elizabeth Funk 727-463-6383

We sold over $150,000,000 since 2013 and would like to
help you buy or sell your home! We are never too busy to
give you the time you need and results that you deserve.
As the premier boutique real estate company in Tampa Bay, we know the
hot areas, have the ready buyers and are selling the breathtaking properties.
Get results with the experienced luxury real estate professionals at Northstar
Realty. Give us a call or visit our Beach Drive office. Family owned and
operated - Big results with a friendly difference. See all our newest homes
online at www.NorthstarRealty.com

Northstar
Realty
727-528-7653

Northstar Realty, Inc. Peggy Naruns, Broker Owner
DOWNTOWN: 216 Beach Drive NE
NORTHEAST: 4627 Chanellor Street NE

NorthstarRealtyTampaBay

@NorthstarRealty
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2016-2017
Now Enrolling

972418-01

A R O U ND TH E BL OC K

Grades 1-8 for Fall 2016

• Alegria Montessori School is an authentic Montessori program
that creates a rich learning environment and supports
individual development.
• Our beautiful new campus and state of the art classrooms have
allowed us to expand our program to include middle school for
the 2016-2017 school year.
• We will now be able to offer a true Montessori education from
age one through grade 8.
• Come discover the joy of Montessori.

3200 58th Ave. S.

at Maximo Presbyterian Church

Call for Personalized Tour

License #C084323

alegriamontessori.com

310-8243

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT:
Recreational Boating Safety Course

B

e prepared for cold weather boating, wear layers and take foul weather
clothes with you. Dress for the temperature of the water, not the air.
Hypothermia is deadly. Keep a weather eye and know before you go!
Boating Skills and Seamanship courses are presented by the U.S.C.G.
Auxiliary, Flotilla 72 each Tuesday night, 7:30-9:30pm, 1300 Beach Dr. SE,
St. Petersburg. Completion satisfies the state of Florida Boater ID safety
education requirements. Call 727-898-1324 for information.

Dwd

Alegria Montessori School welcomes students without regard to race, color, religion, national or ethnic origin, or economic or social class.

We Service and Repair All Brands

KRON
& WEST

AIR CONDITIONING

Call us for details on our specials and rebates!

727-345-0317
www.kronwest.com

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Trane offers high-quality, energy-efficient systems and
is the leader in residential indoor air quality
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
The Trane brand is the most highly-rated brand of
residential heating, cooling and ventilation
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Together with Kron & West, you can experience a
dependable, efficient high-performance system
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Kron & West’s service department is available for all brands 24/7
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
We Are Committed to 100% Customer Satisfaction
Class ‘A’ State Certified CAC1814552, CAC042743 & CAC1815643

Shop. With All Of Your Senses.

C O M E I N A N D TA S T E T H E W O R L D’ S
F I N E S T O I L S, V I N E G A R S, S P I R I T S,
A N D W I N E S A S Y O U S H O P.
300 Beach Dr. NE #105 | Corner of 1st St & 3rd Ave | (727) 317-3926 | vomfassstpetersburg.com

John Collins, executive director of the St. Petersburg Arts Alliance (SPAA), Megan
Byrne, executive director of the St. Petersburg City Theatre, and David Ramsey from
Hearn Hoyt and Ramsey Wealth Management of Raymond James (major sponsor of the
event) and board of trustees for SPAA. Each winner received a hand blown glass bowl
created by local artist Duncan McClellan.

St. Petersburg’s Oscar Awards

The St. Petersburg Arts Alliance announced its 2016 MUSE Award
winners.
• MUSE Patron of the Arts Award: J. Crayton Pruitt Foundation
This award recognizes an individual, couple or family who, with their time and
treasure, generously support charities, organizations, and/or individuals that
work in or concern the arts.
J. Crayton Pruitt Foundation made a leadership gift to the Warehouse
Arts District.
• MUSE Library Arts Award: Maureen McDole
This award recognizes an artist or organization achieving excellence in the written
word in fiction or non-fiction, poetry, or prose, print or digital formats.
Maureen McDole is a St. Petersburg native and author of two poetry books:
Exploring My Options and Longing For The Deep End.
• MUSE Visual Arts Award:  Steven Kenny
This award recognizes an artist or organization that has achieved excellence in the
visual arts which include ceramics, drawing, painting, sculpture, glass-blowing,
printmaking, design, crafts, photography, video, film making and media arts.
Steven Kenny’s oil paintings are reminiscent of the Old Masters while
depicting a contemporary blending of the human figure with elements
from nature.
• MUSE Performance Arts Award: St. Petersburg City Theatre
This award recognizes an artist or organization that has achieved excellence in
the performance art field to include music, dance, theater and/or inter-disciplinary
which is presented to an audience.
St. Petersburg City Theatre is a classic icon of community theatre. The
oldest, continually operated community theatre in the state of Florida, City
Theatre has set the bar for live community theatre excellence since 1925!
• MUSE Arts Ambassador Award: Ya La’ford
This award recognizes a beloved St. Petersburg artist (of any discipline) who is
a stellar representative of the ‘City of the Arts’ to the world.
Ya La’ford is a professor, visual painter, installation artist, muralist and a
true community advocate who merges all aspects of her art practice to
impact and create community change.
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Slices of Life: An All Glass Exhibition Curated by
Duncan McClellan

Florida CraftArt proudly presents Slices of Life: An
All Glass Exhibition Curated by Duncan McClellan
March 4-April 23, at the Florida CraftArt Gallery, 501
Central Avenue in St. Petersburg.
Duncan McClellan’s fascination with glass began
at
age
5 when he visited a glass factory in West Virginia.
Duncan McClellan
Duncan never forgot the image of glowing, molten
mass being formed by an expert craftsman. Today,
Duncan has realized his dream by opening his own hot
shop and gallery. The Duncan McClellan Gallery
showcases his work along with the work of national
and international glass artists who can often be seen
blowing glass in the hot shop.
Florida CraftArt is honored to have Duncan
McClellan as a guest curator for “Slices of Life.” This
exhibition explores the intricacies of the Cold Work
Stephen Powell
process on blown and cast glass, and how this process
transforms glass work, taking it from its initial
incarnation to a whole other level. Each artist
approaches this aspect of sculpting glass in their own
unique style and produces works that range from
minimalist to intricate.
The works in this exhibition also share the artists’
Kerrick Johnson
intimate views of the world in which they reside,
translating it through the colors, textures and forms of this unique medium.
Though they share a common medium, the variety of interpretations and
expression is mind-blowing from Raven Skyriver’s glass sea creatures to
Stephen Powell’s intricate patterning in shapes formed atop scaffolding to
the finely etched surfaces of Lisabeth Sterling’s work.
Participating artists include Rik Allen, Shelly Muzylowski Allen, Mariel
Bass, Curtiss Brock, John Brekke, Nancy Callan, Jon Goldberg, Kerrick
Johnson, Richard Jolley, Richard Logan, Duncan McClellan, Kelly O’Dell,
Stephen Powell, David Royce, Tommie Rush, Davide Salvadore, Marco and
Mattia Salvadore, Raven Skyriver, Lisabeth Sterling, Peter Wright, Hiroshi
Yamano. The exhibit is sponsored by Duncan McClellan Gallery, DMG
School Project, and Concierge Financial Organization, Inc.

Baseball Forever – St. Pete

On February 27, St. Petersburg Mayor Rick Kriseman and St. Petersburg
Area Chamber of Commerce president and CEO Chris Steinocher kicked
off the city’s Baseball Forever campaign. The campaign, an initiative of the
City of St. Petersburg, St. Petersburg
Area Chamber of Commerce,
residents, and fans, is
designed to market the
City to the Tampa Bay
Rays and ensure that
St. Petersburg is
the forever home
of the Rays.
Sign up for
updates
and
support Baseball
Forever at www.
baseballforever.
com.

Specializing in Old Northeast,
Snell Isle and Downtown

Sharon Kantner

Top 1% of Realtors in Pinellas County

Realtor® & Old NE Resident
Direct 727.278.5866
SKantner@SmithandAssociates.com
ThisOldNEhouse.com

MY 2015 FEATURED SOLDS
OLD NORTHEAST
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®

®
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A Special Feature of the Northeast Journal

EXTRA! EXTRA! EXTRA!
What Is a Village Green?
Jen MacMillen

W

hat is a Village Green? It’s a physical location – often an actual large,
defined square of lawn usually located in the center of a small New
England town – where people from the community gather for events
and special traditions.
I like to look at the Northeast Journal as a paper-based village green where
neighbors gather to share stories and to catch up with each other’s families and
to create community.
Village Green Publishing’s motto is “Inspiring Positive Community.” Please enjoy reading this
special section and we hope we do just that!

Simple Community
and Sharing Stories of
Neighborliness
Rich Luker

Bring on the Porch Parties

W

hether you’ve been at home here for years and been thinking about
getting involved, recently moving in, or just don’t know how to take
that next step, you are in luck! HONNA is our well-established
neighborhood association providing fun ways to connect neighbors and is the
hub for keeping the ONE a special and beautiful place to live. Be on the lookout
for stories from board members sharing why they love the Old North East and
who may just live… right next door!

Play Is a Key Ingredient in Neighborliness

H

ave you ever thought about the famous quote from the movie, Field of
Dreams, “Build it and they will come?” The intensely heart tugging, most
memorable part of that movie to many is the bonding that occurred
between father and son over playing a game of baseball. There is actually a Field
of Dreams in real life, and guess what? It does the same thing! Parents and
children and even complete strangers bond over playing this special game so
closely tied to the fabric of our American hearts. Find out just how at home the
great game is in the ONE.

In St. Pete, ONE Means Together

S

Dave Bruns

ince May 2015, Tampa Bay residents have seen a television ad
pop into their living rooms, featuring a guy wearing a pith
helmet exploring what seems to be a jungle. The jungle is the
historic St. Petersburg tourist attraction, the Sunken Gardens. The
explorer is AARP Florida state director Jeff Johnson.
Together with Tampa Bay community leaders, elected officials, local companies and dozens of
AARP volunteers, Johnson is exploring how the Tampa Bay region can become more livable,
walkable, safe and neighborly, with job and business opportunities for people of all ages.
“We recognize that a key to the good life is neighborliness – being active and engaged in the
life of your community,” says Johnson. “We think Old Northeast has a great opportunity to develop
new ways to be neighbors while celebrating the many traditions this neighborhood has already.”
“AARP and St. Pete are running on parallel tracks. All generations are taking part in making
St. Pete a vibrant city of the arts, and people here are realizing that AARP is fighting to make life
better for all generations.”
At its heart, AARP’s work builds on neighbors being nice to each other. That makes life more
pleasant, true, and the added step of connecting to your community turns out to have a big positive
More on the AARP page
effect on your health as well.

Y

ou probably think the Old Northeast (ONE) is a great
place to live. I am writing this article because I know it is
a great neighborhood. It has been my pleasure to study
American community for nearly thirty years and I haven’t found
better than this. Good as it is, it can be better, soon, and without
much effort. It is as simple as telling a story.
Some definable event happened that convinced you that the
ONE was a great place to live. You have a story about that. All
it takes to ignite the greatness of a neighborhood is to get people
to tell their stories. My wife’s and my ONE story includes people
telling us about the parrots the first time we walked through the
neighborhood. The millions of bricks with granite curbs, porch
parties, Halloween, coyotes, and yes, bickering – they are all
fodder for stories, and all part of the wealth of stories and
neighborliness.
Without a doubt, there have been times you have gone to a
party, a show, a picnic or some other social gathering and sometime
later someone asked you how it was. The research I’ve done is
clear. If you responded with five words or fewer, the gathering
was not neighborly. Whenever enriched neighborliness takes
place, you can’t avoid telling a story about it. Something happens,
some special connection, often something unintended that
makes it memorable. If you get no more from this special section,
check yourself on the five-word limit the next time you tell
someone about a social gathering. Your personal research will
confirm for you: if it’s neighborly, there is a story to tell.

Telling baseball stories and neighborliness

I study every aspect of American community. I have been
having a lot of fun working on the love of baseball for the last
several years. It’s an easy job because I have loved the game since
my childhood. I played in Little League, in rec leagues, and among
my favorite memories was a pick-up game of softball my friends
and I played every Friday evening throughout the summers in
high school. In junior high, I would ride my bike to Veteran’s
Continued on next page

S IMP L E CO MMU NITY
Dear loyal readers:
I am writing this letter to you today to
speak about ‘inspiring positive community,’ or
neighborliness. This is really nothing new to us
since we’ve been awesome neighbors on these
pages for 11 ½ years now. However, given
the world’s problems (that we hear about all
too often in mainstream media), and the many
messages of hate that seem to be somehow
gaining favor in this country, now would be a
really good time to step it up a notch and
engage in random acts of kindness and other
neighborly deeds. When we start small and
local, it’s amazing what can be accomplished
as the ripple effect takes place. Thankfully,
our local economy is doing better, and the
mood in St. Pete is electric with excitement.
With these as our foundation, let’s take even
greater leaps into the world of neighborliness.
When Rich Luker approached me to
collaborate on creating this special section, I
was thrilled to participate. Any reason to talk
about what’s good and working in a community,
and then to further inspire even greater
positive action is what the Northeast Journal
and Village Green Publishing is all about.
Please take a moment to read each of the
pages in this special section. They all have
gems and takeaways which will only serve to
better our community.
Why include AARP, Nextdoor.com, HONNA,
and the Tampa Bay Rays in this section?
First of all, Rich has a connection with
someone or is in some way connected to
each organization. Primarily, that connection
is the study of and dedication to American
community life. And, since each of these
organizations is connected to the Old
Northeast – either because their leaders
live here now or grew up here, or the
organizations are firmly entrenched here –
it seemed like a great way to show our
readers just how involved and neighborly
these organizations can be or can become.
Please note that many people from each
organization donated their time and energy to
help make this special section possible because
they see the value – at a true and authentic
level – that working together at the
community level is a win/win for all concerned.
Without further ado, read on and get
inspired! Your neighbors will thank you!
Jen MacMillen
Publisher, Village Green Publishing

SIMPLE COMMUNITY continued

Park to watch men’s fast pitch softball. I coached my daughter’s softball team. I love the game. But I didn’t
play it very well. Then something happened to me in North Shore Park seven years ago that changed the
rest of my life. As, as I said, when an event happens to you, you have a story to tell. My story about baseball
and neighborliness was told in this video and on The NBC Today Show: https://vimeo.com/49658257.
This last year, my work team and I collected over 100,000 baseball stories in America. One that really
tugged on the neighborliness cord was this story from a woman in Chicago who said: “Well, I was only 4
at the time, but my dad made it clear that winning the pennant was a BIG DEAL. When we lost the World
Series to the Dodgers in 1959, we thought we would get it next year. Well, next year turned into 2005. As
happy as I was myself, I had a bit of remorse for my dad who passed away in December 2004. He just missed
it by several months. My brothers and I took a World Series pennant to plant at his grave. When we arrived
at the cemetery, we saw maybe 1,000 other fans placing pennants for their loved ones. That is still an
emotional memory for me today.”
Neighborliness moves us, and baseball plays a big role in the lives of most Americans as it creates one
big opportunity for neighborliness and simple community (read more about how the Tampa Bay Rays are
true and caring neighbors in our community in this special section).

Honna: How Neighborhood Associations
the 1.3 percenters

drive neighborliness and are among

Thankfully we have the Historic Old Northeast Neighborhood Association (HONNA) and all its
members who have chosen over the years to give time and energy to better the service of and to our
community. It is truly a thankless task. And HONNA is the organization in the neighborhood that we
all need, and should rely on, to look out for the best interests of our community. People remark, from near
and far, about the wonderful events that take place in the neighborhood that bring people together in big
and small ways. And, they are always inclusive and neighborly. Just look at the listing of HONNA events
found later in this
section: Neighborhood
Yard Sale, the Speakeasy
Gala, the Quarterly
meeting, the Easter Egg
hunt, and the pinnacle
of all neighborly
happenings, monthly
porch parties. My wife,
Vicki, and I have met
new friends every time
we have gone to ONE
porch parties. And
these are just events for
the next two months!
Endure a bit of my
research here. You
probably do things for
fun with your family and/or friends. Whenever that happens, someone has to make it happen. It turns out
that 1.3% of the population of the United States are people who always make it happen for their family
and friends. Nearly all of them weren’t even aware they were like that until we showed them with our
research. They do it naturally, and most of them do it happily. One-point-three percent.
I was surprised to learn nearly 10,000 people live in the Old Northeast. This feels like a small neighborhood to me because it also feels very personal. If our research is right, that means 130 of you are those
champions-of-gathering – the ones who keep the rest of us engaged with family and friends. My wife Vicki
is most certainly one of them, so that leaves 129 others. Anyone who hosts a HONNA porch party, or
block party is likely among the 130. It is my hope this section on neighborliness is like fuel to your passion
to ignite more engaged community. If you are not one of them, you, too, will benefit by more neighborliness
as more people reach out to you in kind and thoughtful ways.
As the research reveals, only 130 of us make it happen. However, the remaining 9,870 of us play another
role in neighborliness. It is a great and simple role. All we have to do is tell the stories about the good things
that happen in the neighborhood. These stories will spark the imaginations of others to do more and the
ripple effect has begun.
The Old Northeast appeals to a variety of residents and visitors for a variety of reasons. Below, neigbhborliness is found while
entertaining (porch parties), shopping (neighborhood-wide garage sale), serving the community (HONNA board members
Donna Guillaume and Ed Kidston), and serving others (Tampa Bay Rays’ White Cane Day).

S IMP L E CO MMU NITY
Meet U s N ex td oor
Nextdoor Neighbors

Young Northeasters Social Group

How community service can become the natural enemy of neighborliness

How can community service be the enemy of any form of community? Let me
explain. I make presentations about community many times a year. Most times I
ask the audience to raise their hands if they volunteer. Over 65 million Americans
volunteer to do community service every year. One of the most common activities
is working in kitchens serving the homeless. Of those volunteers, I ask how many
could tell me the names of five people they serve. Maybe one or two hands. One
name? Maybe twenty people of those who volunteer would raise their hands.
Community service, but is that neighborly?
Let’s create the scenario. You get to the kitchen early to find out what you
have to do. You will be toward the end of the line serving soup. You make sure
everything is in place so you are ready to serve. The doors open, they enter. You
are a bit nervous as the first bowl is raised to you and you are only hoping you
don’t spill on the person. In that process of care and concern… you don’t look
up. The person may leave with a full bowl of soup but empty in spirit as no
connection was made – no neighborliness.
Maybe it took an hour to serve in the kitchen. Let’s add an hour to our
community service and add neighborliness as a component. What might that
look like? Let’s start by assessing my neighborliness first. I think there are seventeen
other houses on our block, nine on each side. I know the names of people in seven
other houses. In the past year, I have knocked on the door of four other houses.
I have been inside one other house many times. I would not give myself high
marks for neighborliness.
What would it take to improve that? One hour a week. First, keep my eyes
open. Be aware of the flowers, the pets, who walks dogs, when neighbors are out.
Just observing opens a door to more than hello. “Your dog sure seems happy today,
what’s his name?” That took five seconds to ask.
It’s not one consecutive hour a week. It is more conscious moments that make
you more aware of who your neighbors are and allow you to invest in getting to
know them before you engage them. Then, the first time you do, they appreciate
it because you took the time to notice them. Trust grows. Then…when community
need arises, you already know and see it in them. Rather than feeling empty in
spirit when you go to help, they welcome it because you have already taken the
time to know them. Getting to care makes it no longer work. Then, community
service is no longer service but becomes neighborly, too.
Community service is the enemy of neighborliness only when we do it entirely
out of obligation. If it isn’t born in kindness, if you don’t want to do it in the first
place, if it gives you no joy, it is not the kind of neighborliness that will invigorate
the neighborhood.
Continued on last page of this special section

Rich Luker,
Simple Community author

Jeff Johnson,
AARP

Brian Auld,
Tampa Bay Rays

Peter Motzenbecker,
HONNA

DONNA GUILLAUME
AND ED KIDSTON: When we
bought our fixer-upper retirement
house almost 20 years ago, we didn’t
anticipate the enjoyment of living on Beach
Drive where the world seems to come to us!
We rarely go out for entertainment – it drives,
walks or rides by. From the fancy car owners
(exceeding the speed limit, natch), the dog walkers
(pick it up), the cyclists (single file, please), the
saunterers (peacefully or not so) or the drivers
– in a hurry to get to Ribfest, attempting to
tuck their Maserati into a space meant
for a Kia. Just an average day in
The Old Northeast!

Nextdoor is the private social network for
you, your neighbors and your community. It’s the
easiest way for you and your neighbors to talk
online and make all of your lives better in the
real world. And it’s free.
Thousands of neighborhoods are already
using Nextdoor to build happier, safer places to
call home.
People are using Nextdoor to:
• Quickly get the word out about a break-in
• Organize a Neighborhood Watch Group
• Track down a trustworthy babysitter
• Find out who does the best paint job in town
• Ask for help keeping an eye out for a lost dog
• Find a new home for an outgrown bike
• Finally call that nice man down the street by
his first name
Nextdoor’s mission is to use the power of
technology to build stronger and safer
neighborhoods.

AAR P IN TH E NE IG H B O R H O O D

Belonging Begins With Connection
AARP EVENTS CALENDAR
FEBRUARY/MARCH
TEK Workshops for Android Smartphones
Join AARP for a free hands-on workshop for those
who want to get the most out of their Android Smartphones. All registrants must bring their own Android
Smartphone to get the Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
experience. This AARP event is fun and free, but
seating is limited. Several dates and locations are
being offered in Tampa and St. Petersburg. For more
information and to register, visit aarp.cvent.com/
aarptekbyodtampa or call 866-740-6947.
TUESDAY, MARCH 8 – 5:30-7:30pm
Life Reimagined Meet-Up
Join us for themed discussions, speakers, and
networking on the 2nd Tuesday of each month.
March Discussion: Nutrition @ 50+
Hear from a local nutritionist, share tips, recipes,
and encouragement.
RSVP: Call (727) 592-8001
Or join the MeetUp Group: www.meetup.com/
Tampa-Bay-Life-Reimagined-Meetup/
AARP Florida State Office
400 Carillon Parkway, Ste 100, St. Petersburg
SUNDAY, MARCH 13 – 12-5pm
AARP Day at the Museum of Fine Arts
AARP members enjoy FREE admission to the
Museum of Fine Arts in downtown St. Petersburg
on the 2nd Sunday of each month during AARP
Day. (Must show AARP membership card.)
No RSVP required.
255 Beach Dr. NE, St Petersburg
MONDAY, MARCH 14 – 7-10pm
Movies for Grown Ups: Hello, My Name is Doris
Save the Date! RSVP Coming Soon!
Muvico Sundial 19, 151 2nd Ave N, St. Petersburg
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16 – 4-7pm
Encore Tampa Bay presents
Encore Connects: Your Roadmap to What’s Next
Sponsored by AARP in Tampa Bay
Registration required: www.EncoreTampaBay.com
USF St. Petersburg at the University Student Center
140 7th Ave South, St. Petersburg
• Learn from key note speaker, Kerry Hannon, an

award-winning author and nationally recognized
authority on career transitions and retirement.
• Connect with local experts, organizations and

resources that will assist with retooling and
connecting to the next big opportunity.
• Experience ‘skill blitzes’ and ‘mentor moments’

with professionals ready to help you with next
steps
• Network with like-minded experienced adults

that are on their own encore journey.
• TAKE ACTION- leverage tools, resources and

inspiration to determine your what’s next!
*This is a paid event. Early purchase tickets are $40
per person and include a copy of Kerry Hannon’s book,
Getting the Job You Want After 50. Refreshments and
heavy hors d’ oeuvres will be served.

AARP staffer, Michelle Cyr,
practicing her hula-hoop skills at
a Bayfront event in St. Pete.

Participants at a Life Reimagined event were encouraged
to invent their own superhero mask to help people
rediscover their passions and reconnect with life goals.

AARP continued

Social isolation and loneliness, particularly among
older people, can be worse for your health than smoking
15 cigarettes a day.
Here’s how AARP is working to connect people of
all generations to each other and their community:
• Listen up:  Since early 2015, AARP volunteers and
staff have shown up at gathering spots with laminated
“bubble boards,” asking people to bubble up ideas
to make Tampa Bay a better place to live. You may
have seen Johnson and his ‘tweenage daughter Betsy
at Saturday Morning Market in St. Pete. Hundreds
of ideas have flowed in – ranging from better parking
and transit to better recycling, chances for dancing
and free music in parks. AARP shares the ideas
with city and county governments as well as business
and community leaders.
• Grow your own (business):  AARP is joining Tampa
Bay’s growing entrepreneurial sector, especially
older entrepreneurs. One new concept: Train
family caregivers to create new businesses that help
other family caregivers. One in seven Tampa Bay
families care for frail, ill or disabled loved ones, so
these new businesses could transform the fabric of
daily family life in Tampa Bay.
• Living room: AARP volunteers are pushing Tampa
Bay communities to join the AARP-World Health
Organization Age-Friendly Communities network.
Member communities share ideas, model ordinances,
research and more to adapt to today’s longer
lifespans. Momentum to join the network is building.
• Have a little fun – with purpose: At museums,
galleries and movie theaters, AARP offers its
members discounts on local cultural offerings.
Meanwhile, AARP volunteers are collecting
feedback about community issues, offering options
for AARP members and others to engage more
deeply in their community and organizing positive
change on a grassroots level.
By connecting people to their community through
culture Tampa Bay and any other region can improve
the lives of all generations. And he’s not the first AARP
leader to offer that message in St. Petersburg. If you
know where to look, you can find clues in the city’s
blossoming mural culture that demonstrate how AARP
has been connecting people to community in St.
Petersburg, and working to improve their lives, for
generations.
For example, a mural at the Morean Arts Center
shows a stylized version of Dr. Ethel Percy Andrus, the
founder of AARP, as a skateboarder against a twilight
Tampa Bay skyline.
An inspirational figure for AARP volunteers
nationwide, Andrus was an early social worker, a family
caregiver and the first female principal of one of the
first multicultural high schools in California. She

AARP Florida staffer Amy
Matovina at 1st Night. Note
the ‘bubble board.’

created both the National Retired Teachers Association
and AARP, literally on her kitchen table.
Long before today’s AARP initiative, Andrus
challenged stereotypes of what it means to grow older.
She was 63 when she founded the retired teachers’
group, and 74 when she created AARP. By 1960, she
had created Hospitality House in St. Petersburg, a
recreation and learning center for AARP members
here. The community became a hub of AARP activity,
housing among other operations AARP’s first
mail-order pharmacy. Later, AARP opened a program
here, still in operation today, that helps retrain older
workers for new careers. Today, AARP’s Florida
headquarters is located in St. Pete’s Carillon Park.
Today, the former site of the Hospitality House is a
construction site and will soon give rise to a condo and
hotel in the center of downtown. Even so, Dr. Andrus’
legacy of hospitality in St. Petersburg can live on, not
just in how we welcome visitors to the Sunshine City,
but in how we welcome neighbors into our lives.

By connecting people to their
community through culture,
Tampa Bay and any other
region can improve the lives
of all generations.
Jeff Johnson

TAMPA BAY R ays At home in the O l d N ortheast

Play Is a Key Ingredient in Neighborliness

P

Rich Luker

eople engaged in community service activity do not think of it as play. But play
is certainly part of neighborliness, and pretty difficult to achieve without
kindness. Earlier you read about how you can spend an hour a week more
intentionally getting to know – and like – your neighbors. Another way to easily
extend neighborliness is through the way you most passionately play. It might be
board games, cooking, gardening, music, book clubs, anything. If it’s fun and you
are passionate about it, use it as a path to encourage playful neighborliness.
My biggest playful passion is baseball, as I mentioned before. Quite unintentionally, my work life intersected with my passion to play. For several years I have
studied the culture of sport in American life. And in the last few years, my work has
been heavily focused on baseball, as Major League Baseball (MLB) has transitioned
from the era of Bud Selig as Commissioner to now Rob Manfred. I have studied the
passion of the game for fans and developed ways for baseball to do more to be more
engaged in enabling that passion. I mention that now because my good fortune
extended from MLB to working the Rays. With that came the discovery that Brian
Auld, the President of the Rays, lives in the Old Northeast. And he is not the only
Ray in the neighborhood.
Brian and I recently talked about Old Northeast neighborliness over beers at the
Old Northeast Tavern. I asked him about his connection to the neighborhood. He,
his wife Molly, and three young kids have been here about five years. I asked why
here? He said the location had appeal, but what made the difference was, essentially,
neighborliness. The people. I know how busy Brian is. I wondered how neighborliness
is experienced for him. He says he probably spends ten hours a week in the neighborhood, most of it on adventure walks exploring with his kids. They venture close
to where the manatee hang out, but he didn’t know about them. So now they have
another great adventure. The Aulds have made several friends in the neighborhood.
They get together. And a common form of neighborliness for them are birthday
parties when anyone in the neighborhood turns 2-6 years old.
Then we talked about the Rays and neighborliness. Did you know that every
Rays employee is given one day a month to do things to help other people?
Community service, to be sure, but really neighborly of the Rays to let their people
do it. It shows up in everything they do in the community. For example, I was just
at the key ceremony for a Habitat house the Rays supported. Habitat is wonderful
in that they won’t just take sponsor dollars, they require the sponsor to work 200
hours on the house. They build almost a house a week in the area, 349 homes so far
in Pinellas County. I only say that because the Rays put in over 1,100 hours – the
most ever by any sponsor in Pinellas. Brian said they became friends with the family
(who also worked on the house) and Rays employees are looking forward to going
back there to watch Rays away games with them. Bet they do it more than once!
While we talked at the Tavern, we thought, wouldn’t it be fun to have a casual
watch party at the Tavern with our neighbors. We played with the idea a bit more
and thought it would be great if we got neighbors together some time to play catch
or a pickup game in North Shore park. I think I will put a post on Nextdoor.com
to float the idea. If there is enough interest, we will make it happen. If it’s fun. We
will do it again.
I wondered if it was hard for Brian to “be a neighbor” given his position with the
Rays. His answer is partly why I think we are becoming friends. Neither of us finds
it easy to break the ice socially with people – but really enjoy having fun with them.
I was not surprised he let me write this, but I’m not so sure I would have been as
comfortable if I was in his position.
I hope this section brought discovery of a neighbor for you. There are people of
all sorts in the neighborhood with all kinds of interesting backgrounds. But at heart,
they are neighbors. So if you see an only slightly shy, but very kind, dad exploring
the neighborhood with his little kids, it could be Brian. Say hi. Talk baseball. Be
neighborly.
Between us, Brian and I offer up a chance to get together in the park and play a
little ball, or meet at the Tavern and watch a game – and certainly, to engage when
you see us in the neighborhood. And we will talk about neighborliness together at
the April 18th HONNA meeting – but he has to leave by 7:40pm to go home and
tuck in the kids.
Think of how you can harness the passion for your play in a way to engage
others.
JENNIFER LYN TRAN
Tampa Bay Rays Senior Director, Human Resources
To Jenn, who heads up the Rays Employee Community Outreach Team program
(ECOT) being neighborly is a way of life at her core as she works neighborliness
into daily routine. Saying “Hi” to people she passes on her daily run can result in
fun interactions such as a recent friendly conversation with a familiar face who
turned out to be a neighbor. As a boat enthusiast, she shares the joys of a culture
of connection, waving to other boaters and the instant camaraderie experienced
when meeting up with others to enjoy a day at the sandbar. She happily imagines
how nice it would be if we could bring more of that back to land.

Projects include:

Random Acts of Flowers (February 2016) randomactsofflowers.org,
Paint St. Pete Proud (June 2015), Tampa Lighthouse for
the Blind Picnic and “White Cane Day” Awareness
Walk (October 2015), KaBoom playground
build at CASA (November 2015), Habitat
for Humanity build in Childs Park, and
Monthly meal preparation at Ronald
McDonald House

HO N NA = N EIG HB O R H O O D

Our Little Corner of the World

T

Rich Luker

he neighborly HONNA: While
working with national community
organizations I have come to
realize there are three themes commonly
raised at local meetings: noise, parking
and trash. “Why would anyone want to
invest their free time participating in, or
belonging to, an organization that argues
about how to handle parking, noise or
trash at every meeting?” Because they
are the neighborhood association, they
are always at the front when anything
challenges the well-being of the
neighborhood as a whole. That is their
mission. As a result, about the only time
you see or hear anything about the
association is when something is
challenging the neighborhood.
Here is HONNA’s mission.
The mission of Historic Old
Northeast Neighborhood Association is
to promote, preserve, and protect quality
of life in our unique corner of the world.
We bring energy, action, and structure
to the projects and initiatives of
members, and we originate projects and
initiatives that further that mission.
• Education first – we are facilitators of
communication, information, and
education as a means to balanced and
cooperative resolutions.
• We are committed to outreach as a
means of bringing understanding and
awareness of the value of community.

• We research and publish to achieve
a thorough dialogue.
• We seek to engender a diverse
supportive community and to
maintain the architectural and infrastructural features within the
community that foster friendships,
interactivity and a support system.
Heavy on community service. But
when I think about HONNA, I also
think of porch parties and the holiday
homes tour – both very neighborly
endeavors. Part of my hope in this
section is that we, as a neighborhood,
better appreciate the importance of the
community service HONNA provides
as well as what they do to promote neighborliness. Better yet, I hope more of us
join – and that includes me. HONNA
President Peter Motzenbecker and I

The mission of Historic Old Northeast
Neighborhood Association is to promote,
preserve, and protect quality of life in our
unique corner of the world.
recently talked about HONNA and the
neighborhood over coffee. Here was
Peter’s take on the importance and role
of neighborliness in the activities and
relationships among HONNA members.
“HONNA serves a very practical
purpose as a neighborhood association,
some of it fairly obvious, but much of it
largely invisible to members. But once
you get beyond the basics, HONNA’s
primary function is to create community,
and to bring residents and members
together in positive ways. So as important
as lighting, trash, sidewalks, crime, tree
canopy, and preservation are to the
community, in the end we are about
creating and maintaining a vibrant
community in which we can all live,
work, and play. That’s why we all chose
to live here, and we owe it to each other
to make sure we maintain it, and
continue to strive to make it better.”
To give you another sense of
HONNA neighborliness, throughout
this special issue you will find short
stories about Northeast neighborliness
from individual HONNA board
members.

GET TO KNOW SOME OF THE HONNA BOARD MEMBERS
JON DAY: When I first moved here from Georgia last year, I heard Halloween
was big. I had no idea it meant people who do not even have young children
spending thousands of dollars on candy and decorations – all to see the smiles
on every face walking by. From the decked out cars at HONNA’s Trunk or Treat
to the “Lego House” (great job, Emersons!) and everything in between, everyone
worked tirelessly to transform the streets of The Old Northeast into a spooky
spectacle. Can’t wait to see what our neighbors come up with next year!

JAMES MARTIN: Neighborly: “characteristic of a good neighbor, especially
helpful, friendly, or kind.” I live on 20th Avenue, and we have many trees,
shrubs and palms that consistently drop dead leaves, seed pods and all kinds
of mess in our yard and alley way. Each week my neighbor picks up not only
around his yard but also the street and alley ways around all of our homes.
He does this without asking for thanks – he’s even gone so far as to empty
my garbage bin of yard clippings. This to me is the definition of neighborly and
the reason I love living in The ONE.

HONNA EVENTS CALENDAR
March 12 Neighborhood-wide Yard Sale
March 18 Porch Party
March 21 Quarterly Neighborhood Meeting
on “Being in Community”
March 26 Annual HONNA Easter Egg Hunt
March 31 Young Northeaster Happy Hour Social
April 15

Porch Party

April 23

Annual HONNA Speakeasy Gala

May 20

Porch Party

S IMP L E CO MMU NITY
SIMPLE COMMUNITY Continued

You can’t be neighborly alone
I know there are houses on my block with only
one resident. There is probably more than one. It is
hard for me to get out there and be neighborly. I know,
crazy, right? The community guy is a loner. But for
living with one of the 130 people who make
community happen, I am not sure I would reach out
more in the neighborhood. Being in relationship with
someone, having a family, soaks up most of the free
time we have. I know this
because it’s another thing we
study all the time. There are 168
hours a week. Most people
think they might have one or
two hours a day after work/
school, chores, eating and
sleeping. But the fact is the
American average free time
daily is nearly seven hours.
(Remember
weekends
contribute many of those
hours.) Whatever your free time
is, it generally doubles if you live
alone. The big challenges here
are isolation and age. If you
have ever had periods of your
life when you lived alone, you know inertia sets in
– a thing at rest tends to stay at rest. Isolation also
sets in.
The age side of this is not what you would expect.
Of course, the older we get, the higher the likelihood
we will reach a time when we live alone and have a
lot more free time as well because we no longer work.
But the real age issue here is in the younger generations
who are choosing to live alone. They may not have
freedom from work, but they are very vulnerable to
isolation.
Neighborliness is the cure for isolation. If you
knew all the people on your block, you would know
who is alone. Wouldn’t it be great if the Old Northeast
built a “plus one” mindset? Whenever we think of
doing fun things in the neighborhood, let’s reach out
to those who are alone because they are generally the
least likely to reach out to us.
And of course, not all people who live alone
experience isolation. Some people really want to be
alone. Which brings me to Nextdoor.com...

A REAL neighborhood has warts
Nextdoor.com started around 2010. Because of my
community-building work, I became aware of it in
2011 and tried to launch one in the Old Northeast
in 2013, but that effort failed. Thankfully, Jane
Withers gave it a shot and succeeded. I stepped in
again shortly thereafter.
The only way one can join a Nextdoor “neighborhood” is by verifying residency within the
prescribed boundaries. Membership stayed under 100
for quite awhile until the Northeast Journal published
a story about it in 2014 and membership subsequently
took off. Within the last month, membership crossed
1,000 with members very evenly spread throughout
the neighborhood. Every block has at least one
member. Every day there are at least ten new posts on
the neighborhood. Some days there are dozens.
Which brings me to warts.
Nextdoor.com neighborhoods, since they are not
censored at all, reflect the true heart, soul and
character of their residents. To make posting easier,
categories exist – classifieds, crime & safety,

documents, free items, general, lost & found, and
recommendations – but are not very neighborly. Thus,
many of the posts point out the neighborhood’s warts,
so to speak. And, some posts even get quite snarky
– as all neighbors and neighborhoods can at times.
The beauty of our Nextdoor.com neighborhood
(and its large membership) is that every day we can
get a sense of what is going on in our neighborhood
as recounted solely by our neighbors.

Why this special section
We may be approaching a rare moment to bring
together several resources to advance neighborliness
in the Old Northeast. Not only that, if we don’t take
advantage of this moment, it may be lost for the future.
Here’s why. The Nextdoor neighborhood is getting just
large enough to effectively communicate to the entire
neighborhood in a single day. But it is also getting big
enough to lose that small neighborhood feel.
More important, as it gets bigger, it will be harder
to stop the tone of the posts once they are firmly
established. Right now, the default topics are not
friendly. They are important. They belong there.
But here is an attempt to turn the tide. I started a
“group” in Nextdoor called “Simple community
stories and traditions.” With this section, I am
encouraging all of us to start posting stories to
remind us how truly wonderful this place is, and to
give us ideas of ways to be more neighborly in small
moments and simple ways.
A couple weeks ago I put a post on Nextdoor asking
for such stories. Please take a moment to post yours
and we will start publishing them in upcoming
editions of the Northeast Journal!

Was there a book distributed with this
copy of the Northeast Journal?
I have been studying American sports for over 25
years. In the early years, I mostly got asked to speak
about sports. But around 1998, our research trends
were pointing to a growing social void – a desire for
more time and a deeper connection with family and
friends. After 9/11, that need deepened, and by about
2005 most of my speaking requests were about the loss
of community. I couldn’t keep up with the requests.
So, in 2009 I wrote Simple Community as a conversation starter to help the 1.3% understand the
importance of what they do and encourage the rest
of us to appreciate their efforts.
There are actually two sides to the book, Living
Simple Community is about how we lost neighborliness
(though I wasn’t using that term for it back then),
and the other side, Building Simple Community was
something of an angry manifesto to my large corporate

and organizational clients to take some of their
marketing dollars aimed at selling things and invest
in the lives of the people who bring their profits.
I love the Old Northeast. Vicki and I have lived
here since 2005 and talk the place up wherever we go.
That is why I am involved in this section, and why I
provided enough free copies of my Simple Community
for every other house in the neighborhood. I was going
to provide one for every house and then I realized we
have an opportunity for neighborliness. If you got a
book, I would be honored if you
browsed it, thrilled if it led you
to share stories. If you don’t want
to read it, that’s fine, too. In
either case, would it be asking too
much to knock on your next door
neighbor’s door and offer it to
them?
Maybe this will be the spark
that turns into the dominant
topic on Nextdoor. All of us
would be thrilled to report in the
next issue of the Northeast
Journal that there are now 2,000
members, and that for every one
post there is about something
warty, there are five posts on
something neighborly. Wouldn’t it be great if, in the
next issue of the Northeast Journal you found ten
awesome new ideas of neighborly things to do in the
neighborhood that you hadn’t tried? Wouldn’t it be
great to double the membership of HONNA and for
all of us to do what we can to do BOTH the community
service and extend the neighborliness of HONNA?
Yes, and here is how:

Neighborliness Action List:
1. If you got a book, give it to your nextdoor neighbor
when you are done. If you didn’t get one, ask your
neighbor.
2. If you are one of the 130 and want to get to know
the others, join the 130 group in our Nextdoor.
com neighborhood, or contact Lydia at Lydia@
lukerontrends.com
3. Tell your neighborly stories on Nextdoor.com or
on the Northeast Journal website, www.northeastjournal.org so we can turn the tide from snarky to
neighborly.

Alley Gatherings

O

Sarah Craig

ne of the things we love about living in the
Old Northeast is that there are so many ways
to connect with each other, physical spaces
that promote community.
Consider this text, “Meeting in the alley at 6 byo.”
Okay, I’ll admit at first I found the idea of a party in
the alley slightly revolting but figured, what the heck?

We all arrive with drinks and nibbles to share,
Ralph opens his garage and we set up lawn chairs on
his parking pad. The youngsters take out the go cart
and bikes and run back and forth between the
backyards. We talk and laugh well into the night. This
happens several times a year.
On the Sunday after Thanksgiving we have
“Friendsgiving” in the alley. We set up long tables and
feast on each other’s leftovers! Everyone is welcome!
Something about the ridiculousness of socializing
in the alley puts us all in a fun loving, goofy mood. Just
another one of the reasons we love this place!
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Keep Your Pets Safe from Coyotes!

Rebecca Malowany

Bob with honorary member Marty Schorr

We all must educate ourselves on the steps to take
to keep our pets safe from Coyotes. There can never
be too many reminders!
The majority of coyote sightings and incidents on
Snell Isle have taken place near the Vinoy Golf
Course. However, there have been sightings as far as
Brightwaters Boulevard and points on Eden Isle. The
coyotes are brazen and several have been seen during
daylight hours. The coyotes have no boundaries.
Pinellas County Animal Services’ official position
is that “coyotes are here to stay” and it is every
resident’s responsibility to take precautions to ensure
the safety of their pets. Here are the official tips issued
by Pinellas County:
• Never leave pet food or trash outside where it will
attract wildlife.

performance cars – and counting. Today, his personal
hot rod collection includes a 1968 442 Oldsmobile,
a 1970 442 Oldsmobile, and several Mustangs.
Bob also is focused on developing community
outreach programs through the AHPS. As a veteran,
Bob understands the need to provide a purpose in the
life of a soldier returning from war. This is his inspiration
for establishing an accredited internship program for
recently retired U.S. military veterans through AHPS.
Bob envisions an internship program in partnership
with technical schools, colleges, and universities. The
curriculum would provide veterans with valuable
computer and graphic design training through working
with the AHPS’s digital library and website. In return,
the veteran would receive a stipend, college credit,
and computer and graphic design certification(s).
Bob’s goal is to have the AHPS veterans’ internship
program up and running within the next five years.
“The number-one challenge in getting this project off
the ground,” Bob says, “is funding.” So, Bob is looking
to both private and corporate sources to help develop
this worthwhile endeavor.
For more information on the Automotive History
Preservation Society, or to access the online library,
visit www.wildaboutcarsonline.com. To donate
materials or volunteer for the AHPS, email Librarian@
AHPSOC.org.

• Clear brush and dense weeds from around dwellings.
This reduces cover for coyotes and their prey, such
as rodents and other small animals.
• Protect children. Although rare, coyotes have been
known to seriously injure children. Do not leave
young children unattended, even in a backyard.
• Protect pets and livestock. These are favorite prey
for coyotes. Keep pets indoors, especially at night.
When not indoors, keep dogs and cats leashed at
all times. There is a Pinellas County Ordinance
that prohibits dogs or cats from roaming freely.
• Avoid walking dogs during dawn or dusk hours,
which are coyotes’ normal feeding times. Avoid
using a retractable leash. Coyotes will notice a dog
walked frequently on an extended leash. The
coyote will come back, grab the dog, and leave the
owner holding an empty leash. When walking a
pet, carry a stick, whistle or air horn.
• Use negative reinforcement. Make sure the coyotes
know that they are not welcome. Make loud noises,
throw rocks in their direction, or spray with a
garden hose.
Pinellas County Animal Services has a comprehensive website for residents to refer to for all things
coyote: www.pinellascounty.org/animalservices/
coyotes/index.html. This website also contains
information on how to identify a coyote and how to
report a sighting in your neighborhood. If you see a
coyote, please report it.

Decorated Veteran Is on a Mission to
Save Automotive History

S

nell Isle resident Bob Gerometta is on a mission
to save the history of the American automobile.
Bob is a co-founder and board member of the
Automotive History Preservation Society (AHPS).
The AHPS is nonprofit organization dedicated to the
collection and digital preservation of historic
automotive documents, photographs, period
advertisements, magazine articles, and auto manufacturer’s published materials. The AHPS is 100%
volunteer run and donation driven. The AHPS boasts
a membership of over 9,000 from across the globe.
Since 2010, Bob, his fellow board members, and
volunteers have worked tirelessly to amass the single
largest source of historical automotive documen-

Bob with his 1968 442 Oldsmobile

tation on the internet. The AHPS’s collection spans
over 100 years of automotive history, most every make
and model of American automobile, and some foreign
manufacturers. This information is available free to
the public through AHPS’s online digital library
containing over 250,000 pages of documents. The
library is accessible via the AHPS’s website www.
wildaboutcarsonline.com.
For Bob, this endeavor is a full-time volunteer
occupation. He says that through AHPS, he “hopes
to leave an online legacy of automotive history for
generations to come.” As operations director of
AHPS’s website, he spends roughly 60 hours a week
contributing to the digital library, supervising
volunteers, managing acquisitions, and overseeing
program development.
Bob’s entire life has prepared him for spearheading
AHPS’s mission. He is a retired Special Forces officer,
Vietnam veteran, and a recipient of two Purple Hearts
and a Bronze Star. Bob earned his Bachelor’s degree
from New York University, and his Master’s from
Harvard Business School. He is an accomplished
public servant, entrepreneur, and CEO with forty
years of experience in information management and
computer systems engineering. He is a published
automotive author, racing fan, former race car driver,
and an avid hot rod collector. Bob has owned 54
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Barbara Marshall

Looking for Heart Pine
Flooring... with a prestigious
history? Look no more!

A

nderson Lumber, a long-time
family-owned St. Petersburg
business, acquired in January
more than 13,000 square feet of verticalgrain heart pine flooring from the
historic Belleview Biltmore Hotel, ‘The
White Queen of the Gulf.’ This iconic
resort and spa hotel in Belleair was built
in 1897, and closed in 2009 due to its
aging condition and impossibly high
maintenance, operational and
restoration costs. The developer, JMC
Communities, purchased the property
and started demolition in mid-2015
with plans to save some of the oldest
part of the hotel, turn it into a boutique
inn, and build new residences on the
remainder of the property.
How did Anderson Lumber land
such a terrific opportunity to the
exclusive rights to all of the existing
Biltmore flooring? JMC Communities
CFO Jim Barr, a woodworker and a
purveyor of Anderson Lumber’s
supplies, connected with owner Fred
Anderson, who gladly shares that old
home and commercial building
restoration is significant to the
company’s 100+ year lumber history.
If you live in one of the older
bungalows or four-squares in The
Historic Old Northeast, chances are
you have wood supplied by Anderson
Lumber, founded in 1908 by Theo
Anderson. Since then, the business has
seen four Anderson generations,
through boom times and busts. When
Fred Anderson took over more than 15
years ago, he started building a niche
again, different from the big box stores
that had been underpricing Anderson
Lumber for years. A 2011 St. Petersburg

Mark your calendar for the HONNA gala!

Heart pine ready for a new home

1920s, looking south with house at 15th and North Shore Drive in left foreground.

Belleview Biltmore Hotel - End of an Era

Francis Wagner (Nelson Poynter Memorial Library) in USF Libraries Digital Collection.

Times article states that Anderson
didn’t want to compete against the box
stores – he wanted to have and do
whatever the box stores didn’t, and he
subsequently rebuilt by providing
products and services that couldn’t be
found anywhere else nearby. Today,
their specialties are hardwood, exotic
lumber, boating lumber, and specialty
mill work.
With its long history, Anderson
Lumber is the oldest mill in St.
Petersburg and in west Central Florida,
says James Kenny, who oversees sales
for the business. Its own latest
renovations include an additional
5,000 square feet of building space, and
a larger inventory of unique equipment
to handle special projects to include
custom marine woodwork. One of its
top sellers is Dolly Varden siding,

In-Home
Massage for
Women and
Couples

Jean Riccio
LMT, MFR, NMT

727•642•2518

hellojeanriccio@gmail.com
jean.massagetherapy.com
MA63040

second-use lumber and timber for older
historical buildings.
Apparently, the only way now to
find existing heart pine wood is through
salvage projects. In the Biltmore salvage
project, “three of the larger ballrooms
were never covered with carpet or tile
– it is 2-l/2 inch exposed, and the wood
is in amazing condition,” Kenny shared.
You don’t have to be limited to
flooring projects with this popular wood
– for example it’s great for ceilings and
walls. Anderson Lumber wants this
terrific wood to be preserved and land
in as many homes and buildings as
possible. For more information, call
727-321-3111 and ask for James or visist
www.HCAndersonLumber.com.
Barbara and husband, Jay, are the owners of
House to Home Relocation, a business specializing in relocating seniors.

Custom craftmanship
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Living in a World Where Everyone’s a Stranger
Heather Sellers Untangles the Mysteries of Face Blindness

H

Marcia Heath

eather Sellers, an English professor at USF
and author of the award-winning memoir, You
Don’t Look Like Anyone I Know, suffers from
face blindness. People with prosopagnosia, as it’s
technically called, have no working memory of any
human face, even their own. Heather can reliably
recognize a can of Coke, but not her own mother.
Baffling, isn’t it?
It’s likely you may have experienced a mild case of
face blindness at some point. Maybe you didn’t ‘see’
your next-door neighbor, who had just dyed her hair
platinum; or you unintentionally snubbed your dentist
decked out in mirror sunglasses and a ball cap at
Publix. With a few changes in appearance, they
became strangers. It’s not unlike the way people fail
to recognize Superman when he puts on glasses and
transforms into Clark Kent.
Now imagine that such cases of mistaken identity
happen all the time with everyone you encounter.
That’s the unsettling reality Heather Sellers navigates

every day of her life. In this interview, she decodes ones, which can make watching movies and TV series
the mysteries of face blindness and reveals how her a chore.”
world has changed since she got the diagnosis in
Soon after your diagnosis, you “came out” on
mid-life. Her odyssey is even more remarkable than The Today Show. Since then, you’ve been featured
you might think.
by nearly all the major media, including Good
The term ‘face blindness’ is a bit confusing. It’s Morning America, NPR, Oprah and The New York
not a vision problem, right?
Times. In the world of face blindness, you’re a
“Yes, face blindness is confusing. I’m not blind. national media star and evangelist. A couple of years
Blindness in this case is a metaphor. When I explain ago, you bought a house on Snell Isle. Why did you
the disorder, I use both terms, face blindness and decide to make St. Petersburg your home?
prosopagnosia, even
though one is a misnomer
and the other a mouthful.
These clunky terms may
slow down the conversation, but they also
provide a teaching
opportunity that I have
learned to be grateful for.
The truth is, it takes
some time to understand
any disorder.
“Face
blindness
doesn’t mean that
sufferers can’t see faces,
any more than dyslexia
means ‘inability to read.’
Face blindness is a
processing and memory
problem. My vision is
perfect. I can see you
clearly right now, but
afterward I won’t be able Heather Sellers with her some of her published books
to conjure up an image of
“I rented in Tampa for a couple of years while I was
your face. I have no short- or long-term memory of faces.
Not my own. Not my stepchildren’s. Not even Obama’s, getting settled in at USF. When I decided to buy a
house, I started looking in St. Pete. I love the beauty
unless he’s standing in front of the White House.
“Unable to distinguish people by face, I rely on here and the artistic community. After searching a
hair style, body type, clothing, context, voice, and very long time, I found a house on Snell Isle. My
gait to make good guesses. If you have a port-wine chosen home is weirdly and wonderfully like the one
stain, wild hair, or a booming laugh, I’m a big fan. But I grew up in... but perfected.”
I make mistakes. I’ve drastically failed to recognize
Why do you say that?
my best friend, my department chair, my own mother.
“The Florida-style house in Orlando where I spent
The absolute hardest people to identify are the pretty my childhood was a dark, dark place, mostly because
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of my parents and their struggles with poverty, illness and chaos. We kept to
ourselves. So when I saw the house I eventually bought on Snell, something
clicked. The house picked me, actually – the inviting corner lot, the pink exterior,
all those windows. Right after I moved in, I bought gifts and went around and
introduced myself. As it turns out, Snell is a perfect place for me. I walk, ride my
bike, and visit with my neighbors. Living here has given me that wonderful sense
of belonging that eluded me as a kid.”
Scientists are discovering that a condition they thought was extremely rare
isn’t so rare after all. How many people suffer from face blindness?
One out of every 50 people have it to some degree; there’s a spectrum, just like
with other disorders such as autism or dyslexia. Every time I give a talk, someone
will come up to me and say, ‘This explains so much!’ It’s amazing how many people
suffer from the disorder without knowing it. I was in my late 30s when I got the
diagnosis. I always knew something was very wrong, but I didn’t have a name for
it. So when a researcher at Harvard confirmed that I was off-the-charts face blind,
I felt like a million bucks. Things were so much easier, once I knew.”
You have seismic split in your life story: pre- and post-diagnosis. How is
life different now? And how have you learned to cope with the disability?
“If I’d known I had the disorder (which I probably had from birth – there’s no
way to really know), so much would have been different: job interviews, dating,
committee meetings, parties, collecting kids at laser tag, teaching. Before the
diagnosis, I taught for many years at Hope College in Holland, Michigan. I was
a good teacher, everything went well in the classroom, but I was constantly
compensating and covering up my anxiety. I became a super-avoider of anything
social. Now, at USF, I relate to people very differently. I start every semester saying,
‘I have face blindness. I need your help.’ When I declare myself, and make myself
vulnerable, the students respond amazingly. I can tell from their questions that
they don’t immediately understand the disorder, but they’re warm and relational,
kind and helpful. With the anxiety removed, I can teach authentically and from
a place of calm that shows up in all my relationships. If I had been talking to you
before, for example, I wouldn’t be asking questions. I would have felt I had to hide
any loose wires and present a polished image. Now I can genuinely enjoy our
conversation.”
I gather you have come to see your face blindness more as a gift than a curse.
“I think I can say it: I love face blindness now. Two things happen when you
are face blind. First, you’re forced to pay attention to all the tiny details that you
normally pass over. Face blindness gives you an almost supernatural power to
understand emotional cues. That is great training for a writer. Writing and face
blindness require the same patience, the same commitment to slowness. The
second thing: I’m able to tolerate not knowing. I have tremendous gratitude that
I’ve learned how to hang out in ambiguity and uncertainty. It makes me hungry
for moments to sit quietly and wait for some deeper truth to come forward. I can
be more forgiving of my own failings. And when I’m at my best, I can be more
gracious to the people I know and love. Face blindness is like a Zen teacher.”
Heather Sellers’ award-winning memoir, You Don’t Look Like Anyone I Know,
has been featured by O, The Oprah Magazine – where it was a book-of-the month
pick – Good Morning America, Rachel Ray, National Public Radio, The New York
Times, Good Housekeeping, More, Elle, and many others. Heather was born and
raised in Orlando. Her PhD in English/Creative Writing is from Florida State
University. A professor of English at the University of South Florida in the creative
writing program, she teaches poetry, nonfiction and writing for children. Awarded
an NEA Fellowship for fiction, she published a short story collection, Georgia
Under Water, a Barnes and Noble Discover Great New Writers selection. She’s
published a children’s book, Spike and Cubby’s Ice Cream Island Adventure, three
volumes of poetry, and three books on the craft of writing. She’s wrapping up the
latest edition of her popular textbook for writers in any genre, The Practice of
Creative Writing. Heather has taught at the University of Texas – San Antonio,
at St. Lawrence University, and, for 18 years, at Hope College in Holland,
Michigan. She loves her pink house on Snell Isle.
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Stay Local. Shop Fresh!

new bakery items
100% organic produce
wide selection of craft beer & wine
all fruit smoothies
local products
St. Pete

2842 Martin Luther King Jr. St. N., St.
(727) 821-6825 | Café (727) 895-4910

South Tampa

1021 N. MacDill Ave.
(813) 873-7428

www.rollinoats.com

LCC Day School
Pre-K2 through 8th Grade
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D IN ING O U T
Live Music Inside
Friday & Saturday 7-10pm
Poolside Mixers
Sunday 1-5pm
Trivia
Free to play, fun and prizes
Sundays 7-9pm
Now Booking Parties for Any Occasion!
FREE CABANA with booked party

Full Liquor Bar and Poolside Food MENU

5 Martini MONDAYS • $3 Craft Beer TUESDAYS • $10 Burger/Fries/Craftbeer WEDNESDAYS • $5 Margarita THURSDAYS 5-7pm
Weekend Big Breakfast Buffet with omelet station Every SAT & SUN 8am-12pm $12 All You Care to Eat

$

A DV E RT I S E
in the JOURNAL
Contact Susan at
727.259.3149 or
northeastjournal
@gmail.com
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AR O UN D TH E O L D NO RTH E A S T
These photos display some of the local flavor, flair, flora and fauna of the Old Northeast, as seen by photographer Susan Alderson.
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Made in the Shade: The Tree Canopy Preservation Project
has budgeted for twenty trees to be planted, with the possibility of an increased
budget if the implementation is successful. The Tree Canopy Preservation Project
hile walking through our neighborhood these past few months, you may
have noticed some walkers with their eyes firmly gazed, not on the hex will use their data to determine where the need is highest for a new trees. The
blocks in front of them, but toward the sky. Specifically, toward the project plans to plant live oaks, as they have a longer lifespan and are hardier than
trees. These are members of the Tree Canopy Preservation Project, a volunteer laurel oaks. However, the project members will consult the data and rely on their
committee dedicated to restoring the tree canopy that makes the Old Northeast observations from their walks to determine if another species of tree should be
planted instead. Because the goal of the project is
so distinctively shady and lush. Members include Burt
focused on preservation and enhancement, they will
and Carol Kline, Kendall Reid, Charleen McGrath,
not disregard the existing trees or overall aesthetic of
and Mary Dowd.
a block.
I had the pleasure of talking to Burt and Carol Kline
When I asked the Klines what neighbors can do to
about what the project hopes to accomplish and the
help, Burt responded, “We’re going to need partners,
importance of its success. For the last few months, the
unacknowledged heroes who make up this volunteer
which will be the neighbors... so if someone would
effort have been diligently walking through our avenues
have a tree planted in front of their home in the
and streets, methodically noting both the existing trees
parkway, they will be responsible to water their tree
and the spaces that could use a tree or two... or three.
and keep it alive for one or two years until it can take
Their goals, according to Burt, are “to keep the canopy
care of itself.” While some may balk at having to be a
we have and to improve upon it.” Each project member
tree guardian for that one-to- two-year span, please
sends their observations to the Klines, who are using a
consider the long-term impact this project will have
spreadsheet to take inventory of each type of tree and
on this community. The tree canopy is what makes
their location. This information will later be used to
our streets so charming and our homes so dignified.
create a ‘tree map’ of the neighborhood, revealing the
Even if you do not plan on staying in your home for
largest spaces in the tree canopy.
the upcoming years, think of the enjoyment that future
Throughout our neighborhood, there are some
homeowners will experience, all thanks to you simply
blocks that are lacking in tall, graceful trees arching
watering a tree a few times a week.
over the sidewalks and roads. Residents whose front
The tree canopy is part of why many residents
yards and parkways lack these trees can attest to how
moved
to the Old Northeast. Carol Kline reflects on
warm their homes can get during the summer months
when
she
and Burt first moved to the area, “A handful
without this shade. Whether from disease, hurricanes,
of
years
ago,
when we looked at a condominium near
or the passing of time, trees die and are cut down,
the
water,
and
we went way up to the top floor of the
leaving these spaces behind. Some of the trees planted
condominium
and we looked back on the neighin the parkways are laurel oaks, which have an expected
borhood,
and
you
couldn’t see a house. It was all canopy
life span of 50-60 years and which were planted approx- Tree huggers Kendall Reid, Burt & Carol Kline, and
and
that’s
what
I
wanted.”
Burt concedes, “That’s what
imately 50-60 years ago. This means that our beloved Mary Dowd
did us.” Indeed, the classic tree-lined, brick roads of
and much-needed tree canopy is in more jeopardy than
the Old Northeast have certainly stolen all of our hearts, so it is now up to us to
most of us realize.
However, the Historic Old Northeast Neighborhood Association (HONNA) ensure that future generations can continue to fall in love as well.

W

Emily Norton
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Giving Back to the Children of Fallen Warriors

Mike Vaughn and Sara Moola

WOLF camper in archery training

ara Moola and her husband, Mike Vaughn, are accomplished leaders who
live exemplary lives of dedication and service. Moreover, the Snell Isle
couple is committed to our nation and serving the children of their fallen
peers who died protecting it.
Mike is an Air Force Special Operations veteran with 21 years of service. Sara
served the Peace Corp in Africa and is an expert in international development
and geographic information systems. Together they own and operate Visual
Awareness Technologies and Consulting, a non-governmental provider of global
strategies, training and technology for the U.S. military and its allies.
Sara and Mike are unwavering supporters of the Special Operations soldiers
and families who have made the ultimate sacrifice. This began with their
involvement in the Special Operations Warrior Foundation (SOWF), an organization that provides free education and support to the children of Special
Operations soldiers killed in action.

a renewed sense of confidence, and a lifelong bond with those who share a
common fate.
Sara and Mike operate the camp with a core group of volunteer Special
Operations reservists and past WOLF graduates. The camp also attracts guest
mentors made up of CEOs, Olympic athletes, Silicon Valley techies, and public
servants.
WOLF receives approximately 30 applications each year. Out of those, only
12 to 15 kids are selected to attend the camp for one week in July. Aside from
their common loss, acceptance into the program is merit-based. Sara says, “We
can only accept a limited number of kids because we want them to have one-on-one
attention with us and the mentors. We also want a close-knit community each
session. So, we have to keep it small.”
WOLF attendees come from across the U.S. The cost to attend the program
is 100% free. Even though the program is donation-funded, the majority of the
costs are covered personally by Sara and Mike.

WOLF campers in Outdoor Leadership Seminar

WOLF kids with country music star Toby Keith

Sara says, “Through SOWF, the child receives the fallen parent’s GI benefits
to attend college; however, there is no one there to mentor them on how to
pursue internships, prepare for a job or make themselves more marketable in
the job force.” This is what inspired Sara and Mike to establish the Special
Operations Forces Warrior Outdoor Leadership for the Future (WOLF) five
years ago.
WOLF is a nonprofit organization which provides college or career-bound
teenage sons and daughters of fallen U.S. Special Operations Forces the
opportunity to attend the WOLF Summer Leadership Camp in Park City, Utah.
The camp provides indoor seminars focused on career development, combined
with great outdoors activities.
WOLF’s career-directed curriculum focuses on business and interviewing skills,
financial planning, and résumé development. The outdoor curriculum is designed
to teach leadership and team-building skills through activities inspired by Special
Operations training.
Upon completion of WOLF, each graduate leaves with a polished résumé,
an internship opportunity, a certificate signed by the USSOCOM commander,

The Wolf program also is about friendship. Sara says, “Before WOLF, nothing
like it existed. One of the most important things we’ve done is establishing a
network between these kids.” Mike adds, “Through WOLF, the kids now have
a peer support system.”
Sara says, “WOLF also gives the kids their own sense of identity.” “When they
come to the camp,” Mike explains, “many kids are caught up in identifying
themselves solely as the son or daughter of a fallen soldier.” The WOLF camp
teaches them to move beyond their painful circumstances and identify themselves
through their own accomplishments and life experience.
What motivates Sara and Mike to keep going? Mike says, “If we were one of
the fallen, then we would want someone to do the same for our two boys. It is
the drive to continue to make an important difference in these kids’ lives that
keeps us going. Special Operations Forces are going to continue to be an important
and larger part of the military ,and unfortunately there will be more kids to help.”
For more information or to apply to the Special Operations Forces Warrior
Outdoor Leadership for the Future program, please visit www.sofwolf.org.

S

Rebecca Malowany
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Find out what Dr. Colette
can do for you!
Call us today for a
complimentary exam, consultation
and chiropractic treatment.

727-235-3265
www.gentle-chiro.com

What Every Woman Must Know
Dr. Colette Cseszko

One of the most common complaints bringing patients to see me comes down to thyroid problems. Millions of Americans have a thyroid
disorder and half are undiagnosed. Women are as much as 10 times as likely as men to have a thyroid problem. The thyroid can have a dramatic impact
on a huge variety of bodily functions, and, if you're a woman over 35, your odds of a thyroid disorder are high.
What are signs your thyroid isn’t working right? You’re exhausted, feeling down, feeling jittery and anxious, have an increased appetite, your brain
feels fuzzy, you've lost your interest in sex, feel all fluttery, your skin is dry, your periods have changed, your sleep schedule is messed up, you've gained
weight, and your hair is thinning or falling out.
The thyroid regulates your body's temperature, metabolism, and heartbeat. What causes your thyroid to go haywire? It could be genetics,
pregnancy, stress, nutritional deficiencies, or toxins in the environment. Because thyroid hormones impact the body from brain to bowels, diagnosing a
disorder can be challenging.
You should know that thyroid blood tests are notoriously inaccurate. By the time problems are reflected in the blood work, your body has been
declining for a long time. That is why women who have had their thyroid tested and the results were normal still feel tired, suffer from weight issues,
have temperature fluctuations and horrible periods. The take-home message here is to do something before it shows up in your blood work. You know
when something is “off” with your body; trust your instincts.
You live in your body, it is your home, a home that needs to last a lifetime. Sadly, we often take our bodies for granted, “just keep pushing
through,” and ignore the warning signs, hoping that they will go away. If you are experiencing these symptoms, do something! Even if you went to your
physician and they couldn’t find anything wrong, that doesn’t mean your instincts are not accurate. Early detection of these changes to your health
makes it much easier to address. If your health care practitioner can’t tell you what’s going on with your body or why it is occurring, it’s time to consult
someone else. Please do not give up and “just live with it.” You deserve to live life to the fullest with the vitality you had when you were younger!
The patient and any other person responsible for payment has the right to refuse to pay, cancel payment, or be reimbursed for payment for any other services, examination or treatment which is performed
as a result of and within 72 hours of responding to this ad for the discounted service. This free offer is not valid for persons covered by federally funded insurance, which includes Medicare and Medicaid.

Great Service, Great Quality, Great Prices.

That’s How We Roll.
Painting • Restoration
General Contracting
Serving NE St Petersburg Since 1998

A Name You Know and Trust

3520 66th Avenue N
Pinellas Park FL 33781
License C-9614
CGC1520903

www.TomWhitePainting.com
727-578-5819
ATTRACTIVE
—
SENSIBLE
—
LANDSCAPING
Call for Ideas and Free Estimate

“Rally your Family”
for tennis, fitness and swimming. Try us!
Membership Special
Three Months
for the Price of One
Single $170
Family $205

Free weekly tennis clinics, swimming,
fitness and great food at the
NEW Baseline Bistro

Join today!

Full tennis, pool, and gym privileges included

727.527.6553 170 47th Ave NE, St. Petersburg • www.racquetclubstpete.com

flatwoodslandscaping.com
727-278-6811
Save Time and Money,
and Enjoy Your Yard With
New Low-maintenance Landscaping,
Walkways, Patios and Lighting
––––––––––––––
Serving Pinellas County Since 1983
––––––––––––––
Florida Native Plant Society
Award Winner

SPECIALIZING IN: Native Plants • Xeriscaping • Low-voltage lighting • Drip irrigation
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JUNIOR LEAGUE Continued from page 1

to support future community projects in literacy and
nutrition. These are challenges the membership has
embraced with enthusiasm.
Kicking off the 85th anniversary celebration year was a
gathering to say thanks to a multitude of community partners
and sponsors, followed by a luncheon to honor the League’s
history and projects, and ending the year with the Follies
– An Anniversary To Remember, a stage show created,
produced, and performed by members of the Junior League
– because with every anniversary there must be a lot of fun!
Junior Leagues have traditionally produced Follies using
a cumbersome model that required hiring a professional
director, building scenery, and hours of rehearsal. This year,
the League has opted to create a new, more flexible model,
where production is in the hands of the membership and
includes an invitation to other community organizations to
add their talents as part of the Follies – and part of the fun. Library Puppets
An Anniversary To Remember will be presented at the
Palladium on Friday, April 22, at 7pm. Proceeds from the
Follies will support future projects. The last time a Follies
was presented by the Junior League of St. Petersburg,
proceeds provided financial wherewithal to create Great
Explorations, The Hands On! Museum, a project created in
partnership with the St. Petersburg Times.
Four of the Leagues most popular projects enjoy an
unusual longevity and public appreciation. The League’s
literacy focus embodies two long-standing programs: Library
Puppets and Give A Book. Begun in 1942, the JLSP Puppet
Troupe was formed to present puppet shows at local schools
during the war years. After the war, the shows moved to the
St. Petersburg Main Library. The Library Puppets continue
to put on shows for school children, based on popular books,
at no charge to the community. Library Puppets, currently
in its 68th year of performances, has entertained over
180,000 children!
Give A Book, Open A Door was launched as a short-term
project. The result was a highly successful book drive which
provided hundreds of books to children, and 10 short years
later, in strategic partnerships with Pinellas Reading Council
and others, Give A Book was reading to 350 children per
month. Today, seven targeted community centers each
month are exposed to literature by JLSP members. The
program provides each student with his/her own book to
take home in hopes of sparking an interest in reading. What
started out as a four-month project has now spanned 20 years
and given over 33,000 books, creating a literary impact on
New Member Mouse Nibbles project
our community.

BUYING OR SELLING
A HOME?

1930s Established Well Baby Clinics

1940s JL Thrift Store

1960 Story Hour at the Library

Kids Create! gives kids an art and
self expression experience under its big
top tent. Staffed by League members,
its traveling tent has moved from The
Times Festival of Reading, to Mainsail
Arts Festival, to the Urban League
Crime Prevention Run, with other
stops in between. The finest art in St.
Petersburg adorns refrigerators across
the community and becomes the most
treasured grandparent gifts, created by
the littlest artists at Kids Create!
The Back-to-School Care Fair
addresses the importance of school
readiness and health care. For the past

A DV E RT I S E i n t h e
N ORTHEAST J O U R N A L
Contact Susan at 727.259.3149 or
northeastjournal@gmail.com
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American Stage, The Arts Center ( now
called the Morean Arts Center ),
Mainsail Arts Festival, Pinellas County
Education Foundation, Pinellas County
School Board, WEDU Educational TV,
the Science Center, University of South
Florida’s Oceanography Camp for Girls,
Christmas Toy Shop, Ronald McDonald
House, CASA, YWCA Virginia Lazzara
Emergency Shelter for homeless families,
Family Visitation House, St. Petersburg
Free Clinic, and many, many others.
The Junior League thanks all who
have collaborated and conspired with
us to make our community a great place
for families and children. And while we
have loved the last 85 years, we are
ready to stand on the firm foundation
we have built for the next 85 years. Now
that’s a reason to celebrate!

1960s JL Thrift Shop

1970s Story Hour at the Library

Practicing for the Follies

1996 The One Day Sale

20 years, members of the League have
annually presented Care Fair to provide
families access to a variety of services
they need at one place and at one time.
In addition to health screenings and
school physicals for the children,
parents learn about resources in the
community. The day’s activities include
entertainment and “make it, take it”
projects for the kids provided by Kids
Create! At the completion of screenings
and physicals, participating children
are provided with free backpacks filled
with donated school supplies. It is a
labor intensive project which requires

hours of pre-planning and plenty of
physical exertion. But at the end of the
day, having assisted so many schoolready families makes the work fulfilling
and appreciated.
Not to be outdone by the active
membership, each year the new member
class develops and carries out a project
exclusive to their class and interests.
The 2014/2015 class partnered with
The Kind Mouse Productions, a local
non-profit organization, to create
Mouse Nibbles, which are bags filled
with food for children who might not
otherwise have food for the
weekend. The new members raised
funds by hosting The Kind Mouse
Fiesta, complete with food, fun, and
games for the whole family. The class
used their funds to shop for the food,
and then met to sort, organize, and fill
300 bags, which the Mouse Nibbles
program distributed to children in
Pinellas County via schools.
The Junior League of St. Petersburg
empowers women through leadership

training and development to take
action in their communities and reaches
out to women of all races, religions and
national origins who demonstrate an
interest in and commitment to volunteerism. The Junior League of St.
Petersburg is a member of
the Association of Junior Leagues
International (AJLI) which is made up
of 293 Junior Leagues in four countries.
AJLI has evolved into one of the oldest,
largest, and most effective women’s
volunteer organizations in the world,
encompassing 155,000 women in 293
Leagues in four countries.
Over the course of 85 years of service,
the Junior League of St. Petersburg has
been privileged to create projects and
provide support – both monetary and
volunteer – in collaboration with some
of the community’s most notable organizations, including Juvenile Welfare
Board, All Children’s Hospital, Bayfront
Center Foundation, Florida Orchestra,
Pinellas County Youth Symphony,
Museum of Fine Arts, The Palladium,

An Anniversary to Remember
Tickets for the Follies are available
by contacting the Junior League at
727-895-5018. VIP tickets are $50
and include preferred seating and a
sway bag. General admission tickets
are $22 for adults and $10 for
children ages 2 to 12.
Mission Statement
The Junior League of St. Petersburg
is an organization of women
committed to promoting volunteerism, developing the potential
of women and improving the
community through the effective
action and leadership of trained
volunteers. Its purpose is exclusively
educational and charitable.
Welcome!
The Junior League is currently
welcoming women interested in
joining the next New Member class.
Please direct inquiries to the Junior
League, Phone: 727.895.5018 or
Email: hq@JLStPete.org.

Located on a beautiful, private, 100-acre setting on Halls Lake
in Newbury, VT. Just a 40 minute drive from the
Dartmouth College campus.

Camp Farwell is
the first girls sleepaway summer camp in Vermont,
the first girls overnight summer camp in New England, and
the first girls summer camp in the United States, founded 1889.

Now accepting applications for all 2016 Summer Sessions!
www.Farwell.com MailForDirectors@farwell.com 802-429-2244
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Snow Birds

A R O UN D T HE BL OC K
Art and Cultural Fair

C

e Floridians are familiar with “Snow Birds,”
meaning our friends and family
who travel here from up North in the
winter months escaping cold weather and
all that goes with it. Who would not want to be
here with our sunny, warm days, beautiful beaches and
palm trees which translates to “paradise” rather than
digging themselves out of snow, walking on slippery
ice and having to wear heavy coats?
Such is the case with the White Pelicans who
migrate from the mid-west and central Canada to

together. Yes, these birds of a feather do flock together.
The White Pelican, unlike the Brown Pelicans we are
used to feeding by hand, are less social and prefer to
remain undisturbed.
Their ways of feeding are not dive bombing from
the sky to swoop up a fish they see, but they congregate
and work together as a team herding their prey and
gathering the fish while opening their large beaks to
collect their meal. Team work!
While driving on the bumpy brick Coffee Pot road
recently, I was fortunate enough to spot a group of
these birds. There were probably at least 200 of them
floating along so magestically.

various places in Florida. These beautiful white birds
have been appropriatialy nicknamed “Snow Birds”
partly because they come here in the winter months
from the north and also because of their beautiful color.
Seeing them from a distance, they might be
mistaken for whooping cranes or storks as they are
quite large with a wing spand of 9 feet. Unlike the
Brown Pelicans we are very familiar with, these
beauties are much larger and have their own unique
habits and way of survival differing from their brown
pelican cousins.
Distinctive not only with their white color, they
have beautiful pink-tangerine colored bills. They fly
in groups and avoid open waters congregating close

Hoping I could photograph them, I quickly hurried
home, grabbed my camera and by the time I got back
to where I saw them, they had moved even closer in
to where I could get some photographs of them which
I will treasure always. This is only the second time I
have ever seen these unusual birds and felt very
fortunate to have had the chance to witness this
unusual sight.
Here’s hoping some of you will be able to witness
these beautiful White Pelicans before they migrate
back to their winter homes.
Welcome to St. Petersburg, all kinds of ‘Snow
Birds!’

Massages provided by Rissa of Body Electric.
Other artists included potter Charlie Parker,
jewelry makers Petya Figueiredo and Andrea
Behler, wire metal artist Brandy Stark, and
painters Deena Konstantina Szakacs and Kristen
Noakes-Fry.
As with any good neighborhood event, there
was food available. The Church of the Beatitudes
hosted a fish fry. Trader Joes offered food sampling
while a Bulgarian cultural group offered
authentic flavors from their country.
This was their inaugural event, so keep an
eye out for next year’s event.

D o g Wa l k i n g & Pe t s it t i n g
Ho u s e C h e c k+

©

S t. Pe te’s m o s t r e li a bl e!

out. Whether it’s daily
workday walks for Fido or
keeping an eye on the
homestead in your absence.

Learn more onlineor call us any time.

.c o m

care of things when you’re

atb

relieve your stress and take

!!
Go

aw

We offer many services that

Let
’s

W

Susan Alderson

rescent Heights Neighborhood
Association, in conjunction with the
Church of the Beatitudes, hosted its first
annual Art and Culture Fair on February 27th
at The Church of the Beatitudes at 2812 Eighth
Street North in St. Pete.
There was something for everyone: children’s
arts and crafts, over 20 vendors selling their craft,
interactive displays, artist demonstrations, a fish
fry, and food sampling
Attendees could take a piece of the fair home.
Eva Tomlinson made quick sketch portraits. For
those wanting to learn more about the textile
art of crochet, Erica Fulton demonstrated various
techniques.
Shawn Amburgey was there with his locally
grown exotic plants. There were free Thai Yoga

727 -483 -4554

more info: aWal k Ar oun dT heBlo c k.c om
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P EO P L E A N D P E TS
To submit photos or to be photographed, contact Susan Alderson. Photos by Susan Woods Alderson unless otherwise noted.
Email your HIGH RES digital photo to susie2wong@gmail.com. Please include your name, address, phone number, and pet’s name.
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Former Mayor Don Jones today. Note mayor’s desk name plate.
HISTORY Continued from page 1

pilots for a donation to the March of Dimes, based on their weight, at 10¢ a pound.
The Airlift was highly successful and even received recognition from the national
March of Dimes organization.
About the same time as the March of Dimes drive, Don remembers that the local
newspapers embarked on a campaign to close Albert Whitted Airport and convert
it to public and civic use. He became one of the spokespersons for the pilots
association to keep the airport open. He participated in a number of debates held
at service clubs and neighborhood associations. Advocates for the airport prevailed.
It was at this point that a friend who was a member of the city council urged
him to run for a city council seat. After much discussion with family, friends, and
business contacts, Don decided to declare his candidacy in December 1962. The
election was to be held in March of 1963. When he decided to run for city council
a mere seven years after arriving in the city from Geneva, New York, he was still
regarded by many as a newcomer. He commenced his campaign, walking doorto-door throughout the council district. He says he “found out that politics is a
lot of fun.” Don remembers one door he knocked on in particular. “On one day,
by accident, I knocked on – the door of my opponent, G. Harris Graham. We

NORTHEAST JOURNAL

On February 25th, former Mayor Don Jones and his wife Mary were honored by the City on
Don’s 90th birthday. Don and Mary are surrounded by Don’s peers: Mayor Rick Kriseman,
Mayor Bill Foster, Mayor Rick Baker, Mayor David Fischer, and Mayor Bob Ulrich.

were both surprised. He was not a ‘happy camper’ but I got through it OK.” Don
eventually won the election with 55% of the vote.
He was sworn in as a city councilman on April 1, 1963. Don notes that it was
April Fools’ Day, and recalls how little he knew about city government at the time.
In the 1960s, St. Petersburg had a council-manager form of government. The
elected mayor served as a ‘first among equals’ on the council and had one vote just
like the council members. A professional city manager actually served as the city’s
executive and ran the city. The council formulated policy and approved ordinances,
usually on recommendation of the manager. Don says he always considered his “six
years in city government to be the equivalent of a college education.”
One of the first policy matters to come before the new council was integration
of the parks and recreation facilities. Mayor Herman Goldner, a progressive for the
time, called a private caucus to discuss racial integration of the parks and recreation
facilities. “Up until that time, Goldner never had the votes on the council to
accomplish integration. I became the newly elected vote for change,” Don recalls.
“The measure passed the council on a 4-3 vote. The very first vote on my first day

7 of our last 10 Valedictorians

enrolled at Shorecrest in
Lower School or earlier.

Strong Foundation. Bright Future.
Shorecrest is a preschool through high school non-sectarian, co-ed independent
school in St. Petersburg, Florida where empathy becomes action, inquiry sparks
intellectual independence and students find their futures. Proven results since 1923.

Schedule your
PERSONAL TOUR
to see first hand how
the early grades
at Shorecrest
build a strong
foundation for your
child’s future.

more.shorecrest.org/tour
5101 First St NE
St. Petersburg FL 33703
727-522-2111
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Mayor Don Jones on motor cycle, image 1967.
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Mayor Don Jones with youth group, circa 1967.

on the city council was to integrate the Parks and Recreation Department. I have
always thought that was one of the most important votes I ever cast. St Petersburg
changed for the better that day.” He remembers Mayor Goldner as a brilliant man.
“He was probably one of the smartest people I ever met in public office.”
Don was an avid tennis player and it was natural for him to take a special
interest in city recreational facilities and programs. He believed that the city
recreation department was overly focused on baseball to the neglect of other sports
and activities. He pushed for the expansion of tennis courts, basketball courts,
swimming pools, and recreation centers. “Whenever I visited another city, I made
it a priority to examine their recreational facilities and when I returned, I introduced
new ideas and concepts to the council, many of which were adopted.”
Over his career, Don served as chair of the United Way, chair of the March of
Dimes, vice president of the Chamber of Commerce, and president of the Suncoast
League of Municipalities. He was also appointed by Mayor Goldner chair of the
city’s new Sister City Program with Takamatsu, Japan. Don recalls his time as an
elected official with the city as the ‘Golden Years of Capital Improvements.’ “We
were a fast-growing city and in serious need of major infrastructure improvements.
There were many unpaved streets, poor and partial street lighting, etc. The City
had in place an ‘area improvement program’ that brought a neglected city infrastructure to a level where it was the envy of neighboring cities, and even received
national attention. It was a joint program that involved taxpayer funds but also
incorporated a program of assessments paid by the benefiting neighborhoods. At
the same time, we were embarked on major capital projects such as a beautiful
new sports and entertainment facility, the Bayfront Center, a new main public
library, and many other city-wide community enhancements.”
Having successfully served on the city council, including service as vice mayor,
Don was elected mayor on March 21, 1967. A look at Don’s campaign literature
for that election shows themes such as ‘Progressive in Human Relations’ and
‘Receptive and Responsive to All People.’ Upon election, he immediately
announced three goals: Operation Greenspot the spin-off of Mound Park Hospital
from city operation, and adequate wages for city employees. Operation Greenspot
was a program to clean up and create small grassed parks out of vacant lots in the
city’s rundown neighborhoods.
“At that time, the city was totally segregated, including public facilities. A
black police officer could not arrest a white man. Our parks and recreation
department was segregated. Black children could not play with white children in
a recreation center.” One early action to come before the council was a proposal
by the city manager to fence in Lake Maggoire and charge for admission to
discourage its use by African Americans. The measure was approved by the council.
Don’s was the only dissenting vote. A similar proposal was made to erect a fence
at North Shore Beach, and again Don vigorously opposed the measure. He fought
virtually alone for the John Knox Apartments for the elderly located in a black
neighborhood, and for an outreach employment office on 22nd Avenue South.
“My idea was that the City Council was the idea factory for the city. Consequently,
some others on the council considered me a ‘boat rocker.’ But during my time on
the council and my first year as mayor, we accomplished a lot. During my first year
as mayor, for example, we transferred Mound Park Hospital from direct city operation
and reorganized it as an independent not-for-profit organization. I thought this was
a better way to assure high-quality care. It was something that Mayor Goldner also
wanted to accomplish, but was unable to do during his term. I think organizing the
hospital as an independent nonprofit was one of the best things we did.” Don also
called for the reestablishment of a Bi-Racial Committee, first organized in the 1950s
to address racial concerns within the city. “I wanted it to report directly to the
council, but the manager wanted it to report directly to him and he won.”
Don celebrated his 90th Birthday on February 23rd. A special celebration was
held at City Hall with all living former mayors attending.
[This is the first of a two-part article. The second part, which deals with the
Sanitation Strike of 1968, will be published in the May edition.]

Sources: Evening Independent, various but especially 5/9/68, 5/18/68, 7/18/68, 8/17/68; Peyton L. Jones,
“Struggle in the Sunshine City: The Movement for Racial Equality in St. Petersburg, FL, 1955-1968,”
thesis, University of South Florida; Will Michaels, The Making of St. Petersburg (2012/2015); Darryl
Paulson and Janet Stiff, “An Empty Victory: The St. Petersburg Sanitation Strike, 1968,” Florida Historical
Quarterly; John Howard McNeilly, The St. Petersburg Sanitation Strike of 1968: A Process in Political
Empowerment; Evelyn Newman Phillips, “An Ethnohistorical Analysis of the Political Economy of Ethnicity
Among African Americans in St. Petersburg, Florida, dissertation, University of South Florida; St. Petersburg
Times, various but especially 3/20/63,1/12 /69, 5/10/68, 6/7/68, 7/14/68, 8/1/68/ 8/10/68; The Sarasota
Journal 5/14/68; and interview with Don Jones.
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CAN YOU CANOE? Continued from page 1

George has quite the collection of dugouts now,
including a smaller one that looks like an alligator,
and an 11-foot Panamanian dugout. This larger one
will be connected to the bigger dugout as an outrigger.
George’s friend, Floyd Bonnell, a seasoned boatbuilder and Old Northeast resident, will attach the
two dugouts (Panamanian and Honduran), because
adding an outrigger will make for more stability in
the water. And, George’s crew will be able to paddle
on more adventures in Florida!
Aaron and Jim are the two ‘X-men’ who plan to
paddle George’s boat to Cuba, perhaps within the
next year or two. George calls them X-men in
reference to their involvement in extreme races like
the ones which consist of running, paddling, biking,
and swimming across Florida... or 100-mile marathons
in Colorado... or swimming across bodies of water in
the Bahamas, etc. They probably have what is needed
for a 130-mile paddling trip!
They may also use George’s handcrafted sail for
more speed. George crafted a mast from a neighbor’s
bamboo plant, and contracted a sail maker to create
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local punctated pottery (from the Tocobaga Indians)
was known even then as the best in the southeast.
Oh, and George shaped two paddles using quahog
shells, just like the natives did!
It’s especially notable that George is lending his
authentic, handcrafted, mahogany, dugout canoe
originally from Honduras, because he believes that over
a thousand years ago, the native Tocobaga Indians from
the Tampa Bay area could have done this trip to Cuba
in just such a canoe. Explains George, “Since dugouts
were among the very first water craft, I’m keen on how
they were used and what they were capable of.”
It has been surmised that native people did use
sails and outriggers for speed and stability. According
to George, there is no hard evidence of their doing
this except for children’s toy canoes found in the
Marco Island area which had sails and outriggers.
But, now with the unfolding of relations between
the two countries, it may be the perfect time to strike
out for Cuba. It must be serendipity, for this would
be the first time in recent history that anyone has
tried to do this. And George would realize his
long-time archeological dream of discovery: that

Shirt designed and hand painted by George with native
artifacts, flora, and fauna

George’s paddle collection

an appropriate sail for a lateen rig. Being George, he
wasn’t content with a plain sail, so he secured the
talents of Phyllis Kolianos (then manager of Weedon
Island Preserve’s Cultural and Natural History
Center) to hand paint a design copied from an
ancient piece of original Weedon Island pottery. This

ancient peoples did in fact traverse the waters
between Florida and the Caribbean Islands.
“I have always been interested in history and
prehistory,” he notes, adding, “It was a focus in school
and in my own studies. My interest then and now
included natural history as well as human history. In
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With seasoned boat-builder and ONE resident Floyd Bonnell

school, that interest became anthropological and
archeological in nature. Aside from the cultural and
societal evolution of our species, I was always
enthralled by man’s development of tools and modes
of travel that enabled us to spread around the planet.”
“Since the early ’70s, I have been a paddle sports
enthusiast, owning kayaks, canoes, outriggers, stand
up paddle boards, and finally, dugouts.” George is a
Snell Isle native, and besides being a chiropractor,
an artist, a past president and director of the Snell
Isle Property Owners Association, and a recent
director for the Alliance for Weedon Island Archeological Research and Education, he was once a
free-spirited young man out west. Sometimes he lived
in a painted school bus, but he was always working
and was always an outdoorsman.
He became enthralled with backpacking, climbing,
and mountaineering when he began working for the
North Face Company in Berkeley in the 1960s. He
continued to make his living in the outdoor world
and as a clothing artist until he graduated from chiropractic school. That included a stint at Bill Jackson’s
outdoor sports store in Pinellas Park, along with
paddling partner Darry Jackson. But, of course, over
the years George also paddled. Now that retirement
is upon him, he has volunteered to be the resident
chiropractor at the St. Petersburg Free Clinic.
It was back in 1973 when George struck out on
his first major canoeing adventure. He paddled from
Ft. De Soto to Key West – 350 miles to the south –
and he did it solo. This was before he acquired the
mahogany dugout. For this adventure he used a
16-foot kayak and hoped to paddle an average of
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George with his 50-to-100-year-old Honduran dugout (cayuka)

1973 canoeing adventure

about 30 miles per day for 12 days. Was he crazy?
He asked himself that question the very first day (according to his 16-page
trip journal) when the wind picked up and the waves were rolling out of the
mouth of Tampa Bay. This journal makes for fascinating reading of George’s
thoughts about the unique things he saw, the vagaries of weather, the people he
met, and the land and sea creatures he encountered. There is a lot of advice
about kayaking, too.
Especially endearing are the poems and sketches he created to depict (and
remember) his exploration. One sunset as he set up camp on a small island, he
was given a free dolphin performance when those friendly ocean mammals did
‘tail walking,’ leaping, and ‘motor-boating’ all night long! (It really was all night
long, since the mosquitoes were so furiously biting he couldn’t sleep.) He sketched
two porpoises that “leaped free of the water” directly in front of his boat on
another occasion. “To see such a sight brings good luck,” he wrote.
He did have good luck; he made the trip in 12 days (May 1 to sunrise May
13). But, he endured some soul-searching, white-knuckle water and weather.
Perhaps that may have helped him create this heart-felt poem:
White caps on the horizon, White caps on the sea,
White caps all around me, Oh Lord, please help me.
I think I see the coming, Of an awful night.
The sun went down so quickly, Oh Lord, send me the light!
George has always had the light! The idea of crossing the Gulf Stream sounds
daunting to most of us. George knows it is daunting. However, he describes the
Gulf Stream as a “river in the middle of the ocean – with Florida as one bank
and Cuba the other, with birds flying back and forth.”
So, why do this? We don’t have ready access to the Russian and Cuban archeological studies done in Cuba, George explains. “We would like to foster and
inspire that country to develop and find their archeological history,” so both
countries can share the finds.
Is it possible that the Indians paddled from here to there, Florida to Cuba?
According to George’s research source, Dr. Robert J. Austin, Cultural Resources
Consulting in Riverview, “The canoe uncovered at Weedon Island would have
been used by people of the Safety Harbor culture. That culture began about AD

900 and lasted until about AD 1750. The Tocobaga were the historic descendants
of the Safety Harbor people.” George notes, “We have no pictures, no artwork
to use as reference.” So there is no absolute proof that the Florida people got to
Cuba. Maybe such an expedition will solve that dilemma.
Of course, George was very involved in fundraising for the recovery, display,
and lecture series about the 1100-year-old dugout at Weedon Island, as well as
the actual digging out of the ancient canoe in 2011. He has also visited several
other ancient dugout canoes throughout Florida. They are not well-maintained
or accessible, either. One can only imagine what remains there are in Cuba!
The ancient dugout canoe uncovered at Weedon Island is on display at the
Cultural Center as well as a video of its recovery. The cultural center also provides
lifelike visuals of creating a dugout canoe and the life of the Indians of that time.
We can all share the light of discovery thanks to the efforts of George and
the many others devoted to exploring and digging and paddling!

It’s not just a house, it’s a home

FELDMAN
& SON

BUILDERS AND REMODELERS

Providing quality home building and remodeling services
in the Tampa Bay area, since 1974.

727.409.3873

www.hefeldman.com
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A R O UN D T HE BL OC K
Calendar of Events
March 11-13
Firestone Grand Prix of St. Petersburg
Downtown St. Petersburg
www.gpstpete.com
March 11-18
St. Petersburg International Baseball
Walter Fuller Baseball Complex
7901 30th Ave. N
www.stpeteinternationalbaseball.com
March 15
Pier Approach Public Workshop
USFSP Student Center
www.newstpetepier.com
April 2, 7pm
Pinot in the Park
Semiole Park
www.pinotinthepark.org
April 2, 7:30pm
Spring Season Opener
Tampa Bay Rowdies vs. Indy Eleven
Al Lang Stadium
www.rowdiessoccer.com
April 3
Festivals of Speed
Vinoy Park
www.festivalsofspeed.com
April 3, 4:05pm
Opening Day
Tampa Bay Rays vs. Toronto
Tropicana Field
www.raysbaseball.com
April 3-5
Tampa Bay Rays vs. Toronto
Tropicana Field
www.raysbaseball.com
April 14
The Longest Table
Bayshore Drive, St. Petersburg
www.goo.gl/cmGGOk
April 16, 7:30pm
Tampa Bay Rowdies vs. FC Edmonton
Al Lang Stadium
www.rowdiessoccer.com
April 20, 7:30pm
Ben Folds with YMusic
Mahaffey Theater
www.themahaffey.com
April 22
Regata del Sol al Sol
Downtown Waterfront
www.regatadelsolalsol.org
April 22-24
St. Anthony’s Triathlon
Downtown St. Petersburg & Waterfront
www.satriathlon.com
April 23, 10am-5pm
St. Pete Earth Day 2016
Williams Park
www.goo.gl/n3CR7X
April 23-24
Green Thumb Festival
Walter Fuller Park
www.stpeteparksrec.org/greenthumb
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T H E H E A RT G A L L ERY
The mission of the Heart Gallery of Pinellas & Pasco is to provide an emotionally safe way to connect children with families through a traveling exhibit
featuring the faces and stories of local foster children ready for adoption. For more information, please visit the website at www.heartgallerykids.org.

A NTHO N Y, AG E 1 2
Anthony is a talker who loves
barbecue ribs. His favorite
colors are black and red.
Anthony’s favorite animals
are tigers and lions and
would love to have a tiny pit
bull as a pet. His favorite
subjects in school are math
and science. Favorite past
times are chilling in the pool,
playing basketball, and
hanging out with friends. He
loves playing cards, board
games, basketball, baseball,
and football. Anthony likes
rap music and the movie
Fast and Furious 6. His
perfect day would be to just
chill at the beach. Anthony is
looking for an active and
fun-loving family, preferably Photo courtesy of Kevin F. Cronin Photography
one that would provide him
with a sibling. He needs a forever family that is patient and understanding.

D IA S A U NTA E, AG E 14
Diasauntae’s favorite subject
in school is woodworking. He
is proud of his abilities on the
football field. If Diasauntae
could have any super power,
he’d have super strength.
That strength will come in
handy in the future as he
hopes to enlist in the Army
and become a UFC fighter.
When he has down time, he
enjoys eating wings, watching
the Cartoon Network, and
spending time with his
girlfriend. When asked to
describe himself, Diasauntae
shared he is “fun, awesome,
cool, amazing, fantastic, nice,
and peaceful.” His sense of
humor and his confidence
Photo courtesy of Cherie Diez | Tampa Bay Times
shines when engaging with
those around him. Diasauntae is
hoping to find a forever family that will allow him to have a pet dog – preferably a
blue nose pit bull.

SEVEN children recently featured in the NEJ are currently matched and visiting their prospective families!
Pass the word, and make a difference in kids’ lives!
HeartGalleryKids.org • Heart Gallery of Pinellas & Pasco, 500 Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. St. N, Suite 300, St. Petersburg FL 33705
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Live the Florida Waterfront Life in Style!
1833 Brightwaters Blvd NE
Open Water Views of Tampa Bay, Exceptional Indoor and Outdoor Entertaining Space.
Kitchen has Waterfront Views and Opens to a Large Family Room. Outdoor Features
Gazebo with Pizza Oven, Pool & Spa. Dock with 2 Lifts.
5 BR, 4.5 BA, 5,601 Sq Ft, 3 CG
Last Offered for $3,295,000
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929 2nd St N
Exceptional Historic Home with
Contemporary Appeal in a Prime Location
of Old Northeast. An Open Floorplan with a
Spectacular Kitchen. First Floor Master Suite
Overlooking the Backyard Oasis with Resort
Style Heated Pool. Located on a Corner Lot.
4 BR, 3.5 BA, 2,912 Sq Ft, 2 CG
Last Offered for $895,000
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2032 Massachusetts Ave NE
Venetian Isles Waterfront Family home with
room to Spread Out and Entertain! Oversized
2nd Level Master Suite. Spacious, Open
Living Spaces. Panoramic Balcony Overlooks
the Large Pool and Walk Around Dock with
Protected & Deep Water Access.
5 BR, 4 BA, 3,159 Sq Ft, 2 CG, Pool
Offered for $929,900
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116 14th Ave NE
True Historic Gem in Old NE. Updated
Kitchen, Backyard is a True Oasis with
Mature Landscaping and a Pool/Spa. All
Bedrooms are Upstairs, Large Master
Bedroom has Private Balcony, Bath and Walk
in Closets.
3 BR, 2.5 BA, 2,307 Sq Ft, 2 CG, Pool
Offered for $775,000
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Julie Jones
Kathryn Krayer Zimring

Are you
looking for
a realtor with
a proven
Sales record?

483 43rd Ave NE
New Construction Located in Desirable Northeast Park Neighborhood this
Home is Flood Zone Compliant. Built to
Superior Construction Standards with
Exceptional Attention to Detail.
3 BR, 2 BA, 1,949 Sq Ft, Oversize 2 CG
Offered for $424,900
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2936 4th Ave N
Historic Home Located in Kenwood Neighborhood. Main Home is a 3 Bedrooms Plus
an Office with 1 Full Bath and 2 Half Baths.
Detached Second Building Features a 2nd
Level One Bedroom Apartment with 695 Sq
Ft and Screened Porch, First Level - 14x19
Bonus Room with Full Bath and Storage.
4 BR, 3/2 BA, 2,661 Sq Ft
Offered for $419,000
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Get to Know
JJ and the Z
727-344-9191
Homes@JJandtheZ.com

METRO
REAL ESTATE SERVICES

201 2nd Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33701

777 38th Ave NE
WOW home in Northeast Park Shores.
Spacious Floorplan with Two Living Areas.
Exceptional Interior to Include Wood Floors,
Custom Trim, New Kitchen and Baths with
Modern Finishes. Gorgeous Backyard with
Screen Enclosed Pool & Patio, Green Space
and Storage Shed.
3 BR, 2 BA, 1,556 Sq Ft, Pool
Offered for $339,000

673 Segovia Ct NE #702
Beautiful Condo in the Gated Community
of Placido Bayou. Vaulted Ceilings create
an airy appeal in the Open Living Space.
An Updated Kitchen with Breakfast Bar
and Lots of Storage. Two Bedroom Upstairs.
Enclosed Florida Room. Community Pool.
2 BR, 2.5 BA, 1,420 Sq Ft, 2 CG
Offered for $299,000

